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Local brokers stand watch over Wall Street
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
While New York may be thousands of miles away, the activities that take place every day on
Wall Street can have a significant
impact on the economic futures
of investors in Murray and
Calloway County.
The stock markets recent
downward spirals have caused
some investors to rethink their
decisions and sparking an
increase in business for local
investment firms which have
been viewing the recent activities

on Wall Street with watchful eyes
themselves.
"I'm seeing a few people that
used to do it themselves, and I'm
getting calls from people I
haven't heard from in a while,"
said Eric Penniston, manager of
Edward Jones investments.
Betty
Boston, Certified
Financial Planner, financial consultant and vice president of
Hilliard Lyons investments, said
the number one question she has
been asked by local investors
lately is, "Should I sell?"
"The answer to that depends
on what they have in the context

House
expels
Traficant

of all their holdings," she said.
"This is the time when people do
some soul searching and decide
they're not diversified enough."
The Dow Jones industrial
average rebounded yesterday for
its second-biggest point advance
ever, according to an Associated
Press article. But that was following a morning which saw it
dive sharply and news was just
forming of another possible corporate accounting scandal — this
time at AOL Time Warner.
Ben Hogancamp, an investment broker with Peoples
Investment and Estate Planning,

said consumer confidence will be
the key factor in helping the
stock market to rise out of its current doldrums. That confidence
has been shaken recently by the
dearth of corporate scandals, but
also has roots in the extremely
high level the market reached in
the 1990s.
"It went up for a remarkably
long time in the '90s," Boston
explained. "Even when it went
down, it didn't go down very far.
A lot of stock prices went up so
high, there was no relation

Change of Command

DANNY VOWELL Kentucky New EralAP Photo

CHANGING OF THE GUARD ... Maj. Gen. Richard A. Cody, right, former Commander of the
101st Airborne Division passes the division colors to Command Sgt. Maj. Marvin L. Hill,
left, who presented them to Maj. Gen. David H. Petraues, second from left, the new commanding officer of the division, during a change-of-command ceremony held on
Wednesday at the division parade grounds at Fort Campbell, Ky.

Clinic discusses lease, expansion
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Angel's Community Clinic supporters
approached the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
Board
of
Commissioners
Wednesday
afternoon about committing to
a lease.
Donna Herndon, chair for
the Angel's Clinic, and Summer
Cross, executive director of the
Angel's Clinic, said the clinic
has raised $72,000 through
Herndon fundraising this past year, and

has seen 1,733 patients since the free clinic's creation.
"We are growing every year and we need continuous support," Cross said.
The clinic is hoping to expand its pharmaceutical area and hopefully can expand the building
to include dental work. Herndon said she wanted
to have a commitment with the board for a lease
of possibly five years before any expansion
begins.
Hospital board chair Scott Seiber said committing to a five year lease might not be a wise decision because of the pending litigation with the
Calloway County Fiscal Court. He also said the

NUMBER
CRUNCHING.
Specialists !rwin
Misshula, left and
Leroy
Williams
watch the numbers
on
their
screens as they
work on the NYSE
trading floor. The
Dow saw a nice
rebound
Wednesday.

See Page 2

Only second
sitting member
removed since
Civil War
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
nearly two decades of often outrageous, usually entertaining and
never boring behavior, Ohio Rep.
James Traficant exited the Capitol
stage in defeat,
taking his place in
history as only the
fifth House member to be expelled.
The anti-climatic 420-1 vote
that ejected the
Traficant nine-term congressman for taking bribes and kickbacks took just
minutes Wednesday night. In that
time, the maverick Democrat went
from being a congressman with
privileges and responsibilities to an
ordinary citizen in his former district:
"I'm prepared to lose everything.
I'm prepared to go to jail. You go
ahead and expel me," he told his
colleagues defiantly. maintaining
his innocence and claiming that
government prosecutors coerced
witnesses to lie in order to convict
him.
Traficant, 61, faces sentencing
Tuesday for his federal jury conviction on 10 counts of bribery, racketeering and tax evasion. Prosecutors
want him taken into custody at sentencing and for him to serve 7 1/4
years in prison. He is expected to
appeal.

RICHARD DREWAP
Photo

board would have to consider how its strategk
plan will be affected. One of the main points on
the strategic plan is the expansion of the hospital
"The Angel Clinic adds so much to the community and the hospital, there will always be a
place for it," board member Don Henry. "I'd hate
for us to enter a lease and not get out of it."
The board compromised to a commitment of
three years continuous occupancy and up to
$5,000 in aid to construction and expansion of the
pharmaceutical area unless a mandate beyond all
control presents itself.

•See Page 2

AG files suits
for `no-call'
list violations
By LORI BURLING
two companies named in the suits.
Associated Press Writer
The law carries a $5,000 penalty for
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — each telephone call made by the
Attorney General Ben Chandler company in violation of the law.The
Wednesday filed lawsuits against attorney general's office has
two out-of-state telemarketing com- received a total of 987 complaints
panies that have been soliciting involving more than 200 telemarKentucky residents who signed up keters, Chandler said.
for a new "no-call" list.
"People have reported a sharp
The lawsuits, filed in Jefferson drop in telemarketing calls, but
Circuit Court,seek a judge's order to unfortunately at this point, there are
stop Simplified some companies that have failed to
Data Solutions get the message," Chandler said.
Inc. and Sound "This lawsuit should send a clear
Media
Group message to telemarketers."
from
The suits claim the two compamaking
unsolicited'calls. nies solicited business by telephone
The suits also from Kentucky residents who
seek a fine appear on the current publication of
against the com- the Kentucky Telemarketing Zero
panies.
Call list between July 15 and July
"This is the 22. The companies left messages on
Chandler
first legal action answering machines asking the resitaken
against telemarketers," dents to call a toll-free number and
Chandler said after his office filed ask for Bruce Campbell. After invessuit: "We're aggressively enforcing tigating the company, Bruce
this law."
Campbell appears to be a fictitious
The telemarketing law took effect name, according to Chandler.
July 15 after its passage by the
Ten Jefferson County residents
General Assembly earlier this year. have signed affidavits claiming they
It allows people to join a "zero-call" were contacted by one of the two
list maintained by the attorney gen- companies. The suits seek a fine of
eral's office. People on the list are $5,000 for each of the complaining
supposed to be left alone by telemar- citizens. The money would go to the
keters unless they are companies the state treasury department, Chandler
resident has done business with said.
before the law was in effect. Calls to
"This is not so much about the
collect debts are also allowed and money, but stopping the calls," he
some other minor exceptions.
said. "If it requires large fines, then
Since July 15, more than 100 that's what we're going to do."
Kentucky residents have filed comSimplified Data Solutions, based
plaints with the attorney general's
office after being contacted by the •See Page 2

Deadline for school board,
Hazel election filing set
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. announced the deadline for filing paperwork to run for selected seats on the November 2002 ballot.
The deadline is Tuesday, Aug. 13, at 4 p.m. to submit filing papers in
order to run on the November ballot for Calloway County School Board.
Murray City School Board, and Hazel city races.
Also, Coursey reported a new requirement for write-in candidates in
Hazel. Those write-in candidates must also file by the Aug. 13 deadline in
order to be considered a candidate.
For further information, contact Coursey at the Clerk's office at 7533923.

www.murraytedger.com
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Water rushes in on trapped miners
SOMERSET, Pa. (AP) — Nine
coal miners were trapped in a flooded shaft early today after they apparently ruptured a nearby abandoned
mine that was filled with water, officials said. Hours later, rescuers
reported hearing tapping.
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The tapping created "a glimmer
of hope" that 4Ie miners, who were
trapped at the Quecreek Mine, are
safe, said Betsy Mallison, a spokeswoman for the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental
Protection.

▪ Clinic ...
From Front
In other
business, Sally
Davenport, vice president of patient
care services, said the long term
care division will be upgrading its
policy on sentinel events and near
miss events. A sentinel event is an
unexpected occurrence involving
death or serious physical or psychological injury; a near miss is any
process variation which did not
effect the outcome, but still holds a
significant chance of serious injury.
The policy now states the organization will provide support to
employees involved in a sentinel
event by arranging for debriefing
for all involved and counseling as
needed, if requested.
-Should we have a sentinel or a
severe near miss, we knew people
would be upset," Davenport said.
"We won't force anyone to go into
counseling, but we will offer it to

•No-Call ...
From Front
in Largo, Fla., is a debt consolidation company. The company's president — Gerard Stuchbury — and
two managers are also named as
defendants.
Sound Media Group, based in
Irvine, Calif., also offers debt consolidation services.
Attorney Bill Raney, with
Copilevitz & Canter in Kansas City,
Mo., represents both telemarketing
companies. Raney was aware of the
suits but had not seen copies. He
told The Associated Press on
Wednesday he wouldn't comment
until he read the suits.
More than 670,000 residential
phone numbers are on the "no-call
list," which represents more than
1.5 million people.

We're there when your full size
becomes a compact.

If a collision puts
the squeeze on your
vehicle, we can help
you straighten
things out. Make
sure your auto
coverage doesn't
come up short.
Contact a Shelter
agent near you for a
free auto insurance
review.

them."
Davenport also reported that,
according to the Long Term Care
Licensure Report, resident care was
found to be below standard in the
assessment of resident need for indwelling urinary catheter, follow-up
actions after resident fall and
restorative nursing care provisions.
A plan of correction was submitted
to the state by Friday, July 19.
Corporate Compliance Officer
Rita Ford approached the board
with their third annual corporate
compliance report. Ford said it was
her responsibility to ensure that all
areas of the hospital comply with all
laws and regulations, primarily
Medicare laws. She said several
audits were performed throughout
the year and the hospital was found
in compliance with all regulations.
Also, the board updated the
investment policy. The board's
Personal Finance Committee met
before the meeting to agree on
minor changes to update the policy.
The board also approved the purchase of a surgical microscope for
Dr. Sam Pruden to be used during
Ear Nose and Throat surgeries. The
microscope is capable of being connected to the surgery video system
and give visualization of the small
sinus area while maintaining a sterile field. The microscope will cost
$33,325.

Keeping Busy
BRANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times
photo

TRUCK FIRE ... Two Murray
Fire Department trucks
responded to a vehicle fire
in front of Big Lots
Wednesday
afternoon.
Upon arrival, the truck's
engine compartment was
on fire. A booster line was
used to extinguish the
blaze, the MFD report stated.

ERIC 1NALKER Ledger & Times photo

RESPONDING TO ODOR ... Three trucks and 11 firefighters responded to a report of a strong
odor coming from a breaker box at Midwest Direct's office on South 4th Street last night.
The MFD report stated that a maintenance man was contacted and no further action was
taken.

•Investing ...
From Front
between it and the value of the business."
The market's rise also sparked a
surge in the number of people who
bought stocks on-line, which left
many investors without a place to go
for advice once those stocks went
down. That type of short-term
investor, Hogancamp said, will likely never be able to prosper in the
market because the stock is not
given time to recover. A diversified
investor, with a portfolio including
stocks, bonds and CDs, in the market for the long haul will not only
usually have better results, but will
also have more peace of mind, he
said.
"I think the good news for people

who have a larger investment horizon is that they're still in excellent
shape and are going to do well,"
Hogancamp said. "If somebody
needs that money right now,they are
a little distressed, to say the least."
"I don't want to sell a quality
investment just because I lost 20
percent in the last year," Penniston
said. "Whenever somebody sells a
stock, there's usually somebody out
there buying."
Even with the stock market's
recent downward turn, both Boston
and Hogancamp said the potential
for good investments still exists
because the prices on high-quality
stocks have comedown along with
the rest of the market.
"It's a great time for an investor
to be coming into the market,(but)a

Supporting
ILL
Our
Teachers
TEACHER'S APPRECIATION BREAKFAST
• FREE Breakfast Presented by Area Restaurants
• FREE Tote Bags and Prizes (while supplies last)
• 5% Back To Your School on Purchases In Store

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
www shelterinsuronce.com

It is a race against time because
the water is still filling (the mine):
she said. "We don't want to raise
expectations at this time, but it's a
good sign."
Workers heard the tapping
around 6 a.m.

Sat., July 27th from
8 a.m.-10 a.m. at your
Murray Office Depot

We'll always be there for you
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person would have to be well-stud- ket, but sometimes it takes months
ied in finance and investing to get in to figure oUt how the market reacted
for the first time right now," the way it did," she said.
Hogancamp said.
In the end, Hogancamp believes
Investor confidence may have the stock market will bounce back
gotten a shot in the arm Wednesday and prove to be a viable way of
with promises by President George building wealth once again. He
W. Bush to have anti-corporate points to the fact that over its histofraud legislation done by the end of ry, the stock market in the United
this week and the arrest of the States has yielded a nearly 12 perfounder
of
Adelphia cent return for its investors.
Communications Corp., who has
"I feel confident that being in the
been accused of looting the now- stock market with a diversified portbankrupt cable company.
folio is still the best way to amass
Boston said, however, that to wealth in this country," he said.
connect Wednesday's events direct- "History shows that even with
ly to any market activity may be we've had the last few months, the
wishful thinking on the part of con. performance of the stock market has
cemed investors. "We have some still been higher than anywhere else
ideas of how things affect the mar- you could put your money."

TownCrier
The following are events that are of interest to our readers:

NOTICES
• Need Line has released its school supplies schedule, which will begin
Friday. July 26 at its Story Avenue location for Murray City School students
from 1-3 p.m The schedule continues Saturday from 9-11 a m. for students
of Murray and Calloway County schools, and will follow the next Saturday,
Aug 3. from 9-11 a.m.
The program is designed to help families in financial difficulty with school
supply needs. Families needing this program should bring proof of employment (includes employment, SSI, Social Security, child support, K-Tap, etc.)
and monthly expenses. including rent, utilities. etc. For further information.
call Need Line at 753-6333.

Vote DON SENF
SHERIFF
*Efficient Road Patrol Coverage
*Enforcement of Drug Laws
*Communication Between Sheriff & Residents
Paid For By Don Sent Campaign Committee
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Free Grilling Solution
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It Grills, It Steams and It Smokes •••
Whether it's a backyard barbeque for the
winning team, or a poolside get-together.
The Holland Grill is the easiest, safest, healthiest way to
make your cook-out a success. Most foods never need
turning. Guaranteed performance.
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By CHELSEA J. CARTER
Associated Press Writer
GARDEN GROVE, Calif. (AP)
— The 5-year-old girl many knew
only through news reports of her
abduction and slaying was honored
as "America's little girl" during an
emotional funeral attended by thousands.
More than 4,000 people filled the
cavernous Crystal Cathedral on
Wednesday to remember Samantha
Runnion, who would have turned 6
on Friday. The capacity crowd
spilled outside, where some 1,000
people listened on speakers.
"We didn't realize it at the time
but Samantha was not just our little
girl, she became America's little
girl," Orange County Sheriff Mike
Carona, who headed the massive
search for Samantha's killer, told
mourners.
The curly haired girl was abducted in front of her home in Stanton,
Calif., on July 15 as she kicked and
yelled to a playmate, "Help me."
She was lured by a stranger who
claimed he was searching for a lost
puppy. Samantha's body was found
the next day off a rural highway
near Lake Elsinore, some 50 miles

away. She had been sexually
assaulted and asphyxiated.
Tips led police to Alejandro
Avila, 27, who has been charged
with kidnapping, murder and sexual
assault. Avila, who has denied
abducting Samantha, could face the
death penalty if convicted.
The girl's mother, Erin Runnion,
shared a slide show of Samantha's
artwork at the funeral service,
accompanied by music from the animated Disney film "Peter Pan."
"Nothing can bring our baby
back," she said, choking back tears.
"But knowing that her death was
handled with the utmost integrity
and her life .cherished by so many
does bring some solace: We are
overwhelmed by the love people
have shown Samantha."
The cathedral was adorned with
white roses and
pink and
Samantha's small brown coffin was
covered with pink roses. A purple
candle, the girl's favorite color, was
the centerpiece of a lighting ceremony:
"It's not fair that we're looking at
a tiny little casket," the Rev. Robert
A. Schuller II told mourners. "It's
not fair. It's wrong. What is good is

what brought all of you here today
... Love, support, community."
At the end of the service, mourners applauded in a show of support
for family members, who followed
the coffin as it was carried out the
church. The burial will be private.
Many who attended the service
said they saw Samantha as one of
their own.
"It could have been in our neighborhood, it could have been one of
our children," said Lisa Genera, 23,
of Anaheim, who brought her 3year-old daughter, Ashley, to the
service.
Carrying flowers, 'stuffed animals, balloons and cards, mourners
began arriving three hours before
the service. They were handed programs with a picture Samantha had
drawn of a little girl and a dog
standing by a house with a heartshaped window. The caption, in the
child's handwriting, reads, "to: My
great Family."
"We always knew she had a gift
for the world," Samantha's mother
said, "but it never occurred to us
that her greatness would be realized
in her death."

July 2/ - 9 a.m.
1 p.m.
at Roy Stewart Stadium
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e&alle of Paducah is pleased to announce
they are the authorized distrubutor for Murray and
Calloway County.
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Through Prolessonal Care

AP Photo

SLAIN GIRL ... Erin Runnion,
center, is accompanied by her
husband Ken Donnelly, left, as
she follows her daughter's
casket from the Crystal
Cathedral following a service
for her 5-year-old daughter.

Murray Service Center
Racer Inn Hwy.641 S., Murray
Open Every Friday 9 a.m. til 1 p.m.
918 Broadway • Paducah, Ky. •270-443-4594
Monday thru Friday • 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

The Murray Bank
is proud to announce its name is still

THE MURRAY BANK
Named after our hometown.
KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

of
WORKING ON ART ... Valerie Harris worked on a drawing
the
at
p
Worksho
Art
a horse during this week's Youth
with an
Murray Art Guild. The workshop runs through Friday
The
parents.
and
nts
participa
open house reception for
out-offrom
those
as
well
workshop draws local artists, as
state. Harris is from Beaver Creek, Ohio.

Located in our hometown.
Chartered in our hometown.

Mayfield native Waldrop
artered in our hometown.
Headqu
ill
steps down at Church
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — al level for this industry," Waldrop
Alex Waldrop has stepped down as said. "Some of the greatest chalpresident of Churchill Downs race lenges we face deal with public poltrack to take a new position over- icy issues, and in many respects the
seeing lobbying efforts by the horse industry can't grow without
enabling legislation."
track's parent company.
The company has not named a
Waldrop, who spent three years
as track president, will become sen- successor to run the Downs, the
ior vice president for public affairs. flagship of Churchill Downs Inc.
Churchill Downs Inc. chief
He will direct all lobbying efforts
for the racing company, which also executive Tom Meeker said the
owns 'tracks in California, Florida, move was announced Wednesday
because the track's spring meet has
Illinois and Indiana.
"Right now, the political stakes finished and several legislative
are high at both the state and feder- issues are on the horizon.

Sunquist's plan has
Weakley getting prison
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
— Gov. Don Sundquist released a
state prison plan that includes building a $107 million lockup in
Weakley County and closing the
century-old Brushy Mountain
Prison.
Sean Williams, the governor's
deputy press secretary, said funds
are already available for that step, as
well as for eventually using up to
1,536 beds at the privately managed

Bookkeeping in our hometown.

Maybe it's your turn to do the changing.
Come home to...

Hardeman County Correctional
Facility and building the prison in
Weakley County to accommodate
2,316 inmates.
Williams said there is no specified time for the start of any construction, and described the governor's plan as a "draft" that is still
subject to review by the State
Building Commission and the
Legislature's Select Oversight
Committee on Corrections.

The

Murray Bank

mi.M111•113,

You're Invited 7b A

GOSPEL MEETING
August 1, 2 & 3 • 7:30 p.m.

How Banking Should Be

Speaker: Mike Tanaro
Come hear the good news proclaimed.

Friendship Church of Christ
Hwy. 1346
753-5850 or 436-5569

Member
FDIC

405 South 12th St.•Murray, KY•270-753-LOAN
www.themurraybank.com
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AgreeOrNot
By Todd Duvall/Syndicated Columnist

Doomsday's
closing in
struction projects across the state
FRANKFORT — There is a
chance — remote, admittedly, but
are being delayed indefinitely for
still a chance — that the state's cur- lack of funding. When schools are
rent revenue and budget crisis will
contemplating cutting back or elimlead to long-term reform of
inating altogether such subjects as
Kentucky's inadequate and outart and music instruction for lack of
dated tax structure.
money to pay for those programs.
And if that reform is carried out
In fact, the prestigious Prichard
thoroughly and thoughtfully, every- Committee for Academic
one will win — the individual taxExcellence recently weighed in on
payers in particular. many of whom
the side of substantive changes in
shoulder an unfair burden in financ- the state's tax structure to assure
ing state government and services.
adequate school funding in coming
Those who have read this coldecades.
umn over time are now shaking
The Prichard Committee is made
their heads and muttering,"There
up of education advocates from all
he goes again. Tilting at tax-reform
parts of the state, and their support
windmills."
for tax reform in their home comThey very well may be correct.
munities can have a positive impact
Certainly, my previous record for
on
local attitudes toward tax
,predicting the right timing for comreform.
prehensive tax reform is hardly reaIs it enough to convince wary
son for encouragement. But the curlawmakers
to tackle a personal
rent tax structure generated nearly
income tax that is 80-years out of
$700 million less in the last fiscal
date, regressive in the extreme and
year than the previous year, a hisvirtually guarantees that everyone,
toric event in itself.
The state's Rainy Day Fund sav- no matter how wealthy or just-getting-by, pays the same top rate?
ings account is empty. Spending
Will it spur legislators to begin
has been cut to the bone already.
closing many of the tax loopholes
There is no sign that the state's
economy and thus its tax receipts
they created over the decades, usuBy GREG TOPPO
administration — and possibly the
will return to anywhere near normal ally for business and industry with
AP
Education
Writer
courts
— to sort it out.
growth levels any time soon.
strong lobbies at the Capitol? Can
WASHINGTON
(AP)
In
the
—
meantime, the American
An
The "budget" state government
the General Assembly get its collecEducation Department team is quiet- Civil Liberties Union and others
is now operating under, the basic
tive act together so that the current
ly traveling the country helping reli- complain that the administration
one Gov. Paul Patton submitted to
6 percent sales tax can be cut pergious groups compete for more than isn't insisting that religious groups
legislators but was never passed by
haps to 5 percent or less but extend- $1 billion in federal grants for after- comply with laws about whom they
both houses, is based on revenue
ed to the growing service sector of
can hire. So,for instance, a Catholic
school and tutoring programs.
growth figures that probably are
the economy?
The effort to promote one of church that gets federal funds to proiwildly over-optimistic.
All that is considered necessary
President Bush's priorities promises vide tutoring can refuse to hire
There also is the study by a
to have an impact on public schools Baptists, Jews or Muslims, even
if Kentucky's tax structure is to be
University of Tennessee consultant
as early as this fall, even as state though nonreligious groups couldn't
made fairer for taxpayers themto the General Assembly that
lawmakers continue debating discriminate in that manner.
selves and a better source not only
spelled out a doomsday scenario in
whether to allow public-school stu"The Bush administration is tryof revenues to pay for schools,
less than 20 years that pictures the
dents
ing
to push the envelope and not
to
use
tax
monies
to
attend
health services and such, but also a
current state tax structure producing
religious
schools.
necessarily
make it clear that you
source of steady, sure growth over
revenues sufficient only fOr 2001"I meet these armies of compas- can't discriminate," said the
the course of time.
2002 spending levels — and that
sion and I hear their stories," said ACLU's Terri Schroeder..
Unfortunately, the minds of too
John J. Porter, who heads the liepartwas before those spending levels
Education organizations also fear
many of the men and women key to ment's Center for Faith-Based and that religious groups could use the
were slashed repeatedly during the
comprehensive tax reform are
Community Initiatives. "I hear access to children to proselytize on
last fiscal year.
focused
entirely on next year's
about the work they're doing in the public's dime.
Already, the superintendents of
election of a new governor. If the
these cities and in these troubled " "You always have concerns when
most Kentucky"school systems are
areas — it's almost like this huge you're starting to blur the line
crisis'
current
revenue
generates
threatening to file a lawsuit claimbetween church and state," said
honest reform proposals in the 2003 cry for help is going up."
ing the General Assembly is not
The landmark education bill Randall Moody, a lobbyist for the
election, so much the better. If,
providing adequate funding for the
approved by Congress last year fun- National Education Association.
however, the candidates head fOr
public school system.
nels $1.25 billion in federal aid for "You just never know. How do you
the
hills
rather
than address the
It's hard to disagree with them
afterschool programs and millions police that? How do you regulate
solution to the crisis, so much the
when teachers are fleeing classmore for tutoring services to that?"
rooms or retiring in record numbers worse.
schools, businesses and "communiPorter, an attorney from
in favor of better-paying jobs.
Doomsday just gets a little clos- ty-based organizations." As far as Pittsburgh, rejects the idea
that
When long-planned school coner.
Bush is concerned, that includes church groups be required to hire
churches and other religious organi- workers from other faiths, saying
zations, though that's not spelled out this discriminates against such
in the law.
groups "for trying to be true to their
Civil liberty groups don't like it, character."
but there's nothing specifically barHe said the administration would
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
ring such groups, leaving it to the monitor programs' spending — they
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whiffield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

TRAPPED IN A SEWER tEREgili NU PEET...

Spreading the gospel of grants

Our Elected Officials

Our Readers Write

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343(Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Room 3291, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
web: www.senjackson.com
1-800-372-7181
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can't buy Bibles with federal funds,
Surveys have shown that congrefor instance — and added that gations are largely unaware of the
school-related sessions must be free new opportunity. 'Religious groups
of proselytizing. Students also must also remain wary of government
be allowed to opt out of religious money, fearful they will become
sessions.
burdened by regulations that could
But Porter admits he's asking restrict their religious practices. And
religious groups to tread a fine line they ,often aren't adept at breaking
by demanding that they separate into government contracting.
their academic and spiritual offerThe Rev. Richard P. Wilson of
ings.
Detroit's Tried Stone Baptist Church
"The kids who come to this ... the said he hopes to use a federal grant
ones who are eligible, are the ones to strengthen his afterschool prowho are in desperate need," he said. gram for children in sixth grade and
"And as President Bush says, they up,"so that they can see opportunineed to do more than learn how to ties to be more than just the simple,
read and write. They need to have basic cooks and waiters."
dignity, they need to be loved, they
Wilson said the average houseneed to see responsible, caring hold income of his parishioners is
adults and positive role models. about $14,000:' with 60 percent of
They need hope."
households made up of grandparents
The administration has launched raising their grandchildren because
similar efforts in four other Cabinet- parents are drug-addicted or otherlevel agencies, saying religious wise can't raise the children.
groups are well-suited to provide
Porter said such communities
social services to the poor.
will benefit from the grants, ignorBush has tried to open a host of ing "abstract and theoretical"
new federal programs to religious church-state considerations.
groups, but that effort has stalled in
"That's an inside-the-Beltway,
Congress. The Republican-led partisan, theoretical debate that
House passed the legislation, but the extremist groups engage in," he
Democratic-controlled
Senate said. "And particularly in the
balked. Senate negotiators hope to African-American and the Hispanic
have a deal by next week on a com- community, they just don't get this
promise version that gives new tax thing about church and state."
breaks to encourage charitable givHe said 1,100 people turned out
ing and makes it clear that a group's for a grant-writing workshop in San
name or symbols on its walls don't Antonio, and 1,300 came to a session in Salisbury, N.C.
make it ineligible for federal dollar
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Dear Editor.
I applaud the decision of the Murray Zoning
Board, reported (last) Thursday, to delay its
decision on the request to rezone the 32 acres at
451 Poor Farm Road. The rezoning would allow
Jim Smith Contracting to build and operate a
new asphalt plant there.
Though not a native of Murray, I have long
appreciated my good fortune in being a part of a
warm, caring and cooperative community, and I
care about the quality of life here.
The proposed plant would impact not only
the existing establishments important to the
community, but it would make it difficult, perhaps impossible. to plan well for the residential
area that will surely expand north of Murray.
It's true that Mattel, Vanderbilt Chemical and
others have built north of Murray, but they are
all on the east side of Highway 641, and constitute a general industrial area. I trust that the zoning board and the city council will look long and
hard before they allow this or any other industri-

al operation to ever build on the west side of
641, where residential protection is of prime
importance.
Sincerely,
Emily Wolfson
Murray, Ky.
To the Editor,
Last Monday evening, July 15, was a truly
great night of entertainment for those attending
"Drums Between the Rivers", the first drum
corp competition many people in Western
Kentucky and surrounding areas had ever attended.
Many others in attendance were from different parts of the country, here to see their favorite
corp perform. As parents of a former drum corp
member and having traveled to several states to
watch our son perform, we were filled with pride
when Murray, Ky., was selected to host a Drum
Corp International-sanctioned competition at
Roy Stewart Stadium.

Strict standards must be met in any community before Drum Corp International will schedule
a competition. Countless hours of planning and
preparation by John Fannin, assistant directors
of bands at MSU,and John Williams, executive
vice-president of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, were responsible for
bringing this event to Murray.
It was a wonderful opportunity not only to
showcase our community and the wonderful
facilities at Murray State University to our visitors, but also an opportunity for local citizens to
see an outstanding display of musical talent and
precision.
We would like to say a special thank you to
John Fannin and John Williams for your dedication and hard work, and we look forward to the
annual "Drums Between the Rivers" next year
and for many years to come.
Melisa & Jerry Stark
Murray. Ky.
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Got Something To Say?
Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-7531927 or by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray,,KY
42071. Letters must be signed and have a telephone
numberI
For questions, call Eric Walker at 753-1916, ext. 21.
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name,

address and telephone number so we may contact you
if there are questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 250-350
words TYPED. And all letters are subject to editing or
rejection.
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Suspects arrested in Philadelphia girl kidnapping

Deaths
Ronald Jones

Ronald Jones, 69, Knight Lane, Benton, died Wednesday. July 24,
2002, at 11:30 a.m. at his home.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

David Jerome Cox

Div,id Jerome Cox,69, Benton, died Tuesday, July 23,
2002, at 11:45 p.m. at his home.
A retired construction estimator and veteran of the
United States Army, he was a member of deacon of First
Missionary Baptist Church, Benton, and a member of
Briensburg Lodge #401 of Free and Accepted Masons.
He was a member of the Society for the Preservation &
Encouragement of Barbershop Quartet Singing in
America, singing in quartets and choruses.
Cox
His father, 011ie James Cox, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jo Sledd Cox, to
whom he had been married for 50 years; two sons, Joe David Cox,
Hastings, Minn., and Doug Cox, Benton; his mother, Mrs. Vera Franklin
Gregory Cox, Benton; four grandchildren; three stepgrandchildren; one
great-grandchild; one stepgreat-grandchild.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann
& King Funeral Home. The Rev. Alan Miller will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Joe Wade Pierce
Joe Wade Pierce, 46, Paddie Wheel Drive,
Gilbertsville, died Tuesday, July 23, 2002, at 2 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A broker/partner for Johnson Real Estate,
Gilbertsville, he had been named for honors by the
Board of Realtors. He was a certified emergency medical
technician and fire and first aid instructor and served as
fire chief of East Marshall Fire District from 1983 to
Pierce
1994.
Mr. Pierce was a member of Gilbertsville Baptist
Church, U.S. Yacht Racing Union, Elks Club, Chamber of Commerce and
Kentucky Barkley Lakes Board of Realtors since 1977.
Born April 14, 1956, in Munich, Germany, he was the son of Billy Joe
Pierce and the late Carrie Lee Johnson. He had resided in Marshall County
since 1960.
Survivors include his father, Billy Joe Pierce, Calvert City; his stepfather, William C. Johnson and wife, Elizabeth, Gilbertsville; several uncles,
aunts and cousins.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Mac Walls will officiate. Burial will follow in
Dixon Cemetery, Grand Rivers.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Brian Francis Greenwell

The funeral for Brian Francis Greenwell was today (Thursday) at 10
a.m. at St. Stephen Cathedral, Owensboro. Burial was in St. Alphonsus
Cemetery in Daviess County with arrangements by Glenn Funeral Home,
900 Old Hartford Rd., Owensboro
_Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray State University
Foundation, SSLD Office in memory of Brian Greenwell, c/o
Development and Alumni Affairs, 106 Development and Alumni Affairs
Center, Murray, KY 42071 or by calling 1-800-758-8510.
Mr. Greenwell, 22, of 4231 Kuegel Lane, Owensboro, student at
Murray State University, died Tuesday, July 23, 2002, at his home.
Mr. Greenwell, senior at MSU majoring in molecular biology, was an
undergraduate research student for Howard Hughes Medical Institute. He
was a teacher's assistant (microbiology lab) and student at MSU.
Survivors include his parents, Ronald Francis and Nancy Marie
Greenwell, and one sister, Jessica -Marie Greenwell, all of Owensboro;
fiancé, Erika Marie Jones, St. 'Joseph; his grandmother, Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Greenwell, Sorgho. •

PHILADELPHIA (AP)- Two
men sought in the kidnapping of a
7-year-old girl who escaped from
her captors were arrested early
today, police said.
James Burns, 29, and Edward
Johnson, 23, were arrested around
in
southwest
a.m.
5:30
Philadelphia, not far from where
Erica Pratt was abducted Monday
night while playing with her 5-yearold sister in front of their grandmother's rowhouse, police said.
Erica had escaped Tuesday after
she gnawed her way through the
duct tape that bound her, authorities
had said.
Bums and Johnson were being
treated for scrapes suffered when
they tried to elude police in a- foot
chase, authorities said.
Officers had said the men live
near some members of Erica's family and were known to the family.
They said the men's names were
provided by two witnesses to the
kidnapping.
Police have said the girl's grandmother and primary caregiver,
Barbara Pratt, received at least six
calls from a man who threatened to
kill the girl unless he received a
$150,000 ransom.
Neighbors said there had been a
rumor in the neighborhood that her
family had recently come into a lot
of money.
Whatever the motive, the plot
was foiled with the girl's escape.
Police said the "brave little girl"
chewed through tape binding her
hands, and broke out of the locked
basement in an abandoned home
where she had been held for almost
24 hours. The girl was back at home
Wednesday, appearing no worse the
wear.
The Pratts are far from wealthy,
family and neighbors said. Their
small blue-and-white brick rowhouse sits on a block peppered with
abandoned buildings. Erica's mother, Serena Gillis, had her as a teenager and gave her up to be raised by
her grandmother.
"There's not $150,000 in this

SABINA LOUISE PIERCE AP Phi,

up photoABDUCTION SUSPECTS ... Philadelphia Police Chief Inspector Robert Davis holds
of
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graphs of James Burns, left. and Edward Johnson, right, at a news conferen
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Children's Hospital of Philadelphia Tuesday July 23. 2002 in Philadelphia. Erica Pratt.
of her home was found nearnesses had said was grabbed. kicking and screaming. from in front
said that Burns, 29. and
ly 24 hours later and appeared to be unharmed, police said. Police
Johnson, 23, are considered suspects in the abduction.
One of the girl's uncles, Joseph officers who found her gave her
said
neighborhood,"
whole
Mannwell Glenn, a family friend Pratt Jr., was shot dead in his car in part of a chicken sandwich.
She was bound with duct tape
who has been acting as their March. But family members said
her arms, legs and eyes and
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insurance.
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no
was
there
spokesman.
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in
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Just about everyone on the street
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miles
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in
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Police said Erica had only a can playing in front of the abandoned
signed a contract with Death Row
of water during her ordeal, and the house.
Records, a major rap label.

Four students receive scholarships from AH
The American Humanics/Youth
and Nonprofit Leadership program
at Murray State University is proud
to announce that four students have
received national scholarships from
the AH organization; 50 scholarships were awarded nationwide.
Each scholarship is worth $1000
and is awarded for academics, leadership, and -service learning activities.

Mrs. Freida W. Byers

service organizaMSU students Kennett Cleaver, a American Cancer Society and youth and human
American Red
the
as
such
tions
College.
Services,
Health
Student
Public Relations major, Kristi
Big Brothers
and
YMCA,
the
Outdoor Day along with the Calloway Cross,
an
Hettenhausen,
several. The
mention
to
Sisters
Big
for
Recreation major, Jamie Wilson, an County Youth Center, Coats
in the
located
is
program
AH
Family
the
with
n
Organizational Communications Kids in conjunctio
and
Sciences
Health
of
College
Big
the
and
Center,
major and Robert Grubs II, a Resource
informamore
For
Human Services.
Social Work major are this year's Brothers Big Sisters program.
on the program, call Dr. Roger
tion
prepares
Humanics
American
awards.
national
the
of
recipients
at 762-3808
Weis
in
roles
All four students have been students for leadership
involved with the Great American
Investments Since 1854.
Smoke-Out, in association with the

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

The funeral tor Mrs. Freida W. Byers will be tonight (Thursday) at 6
41
1/
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Mike Lentz will officiate. Burial will follow in Heitt Cemetery, Benton.
"On most cars & trucks - house oil only)
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).
at
2002,
22,
July
Monday,
died
Benton,
House,
Stilley
82,
Mrs. Byers,
9:45 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )
Her husband, Royce Leon Byers, one daughter, Ramona Kay Byers,
the
and one brother, Sherman Lentz, all preceded her in death. She was
Lentz.
Edwards
Annie
and
Lentz
daughter of the late Dillard
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Annelia Knight, Nashville,
seven
Tenn., and Mrs. LaDonne Walker, Benton; four grandchildren;
96 East Main Street • 753-5606
great-grandchildren.
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Johnny W. Williams, M.D.

Over 5,000 movies FOR SALE
5200
starting as low as

100's of DVD's

MOVIE WORLD

Ophthalmologist
Eye Care Specialist
MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
(270)753-6272

753-7670
"14 N. 12th St. • JCPenney Shopping Ctr. •

huh.II II II II II

MAYFIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
(270)251-4545

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477
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Stock Market Report Porficgeas"
Don Jones Ind. Avg.
Air Products
Anthem
XOL Time Warner
AT&T
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp
Daimler Chrysler
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor
General Electric
General Motors
GlaxoSmith Kline ADR
Goodrich
Goodyear

$146.71- 44.51 HopFed Bank*
1BM

43.90 + 0.10
65.40 + 2.39
9.70- 1.70
9.01 - 0.05
22.99 + 0.27
33.17 + 0.21
20.36 - 0.19
42.61 - 0.59
68.85 - 1.75
40.90 - 2.60
29.81 + 0.61
33.80 - 0.13
12.39 - 0.25
26.51 - 0.02
43.88 0.87
33.63 - 0.92
21.81 + 0.15
16.37 - 0.59

Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer. Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart

Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

12.26 B 12.59A
68.32 - 1.22
15.72 - 0.18
18.24 - 0.46
18.48 - 0.20
18.35 - 0.14
23.62 - 0.15
42.56 - 0.04
44.65 - 1.58
16.40 -0.31
39.38 - 0.17
27.75 - 0.14
21.90 - 0.04
45.80 - 0.52
27.86 - 0.14
18.45 - 0.19
27.54 + 0.65
46.91 - 1.03

ASP
HILIJARD
LYONS
SINCL IeSs

Our Best Investment Is You.
J LB Hilliard. W.L. Lyons. Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

CAW)CAR4 CCM'ER

NDIVIDUAL SOCCER CAMP 2002
July 28 - July 31, 2002
Fields.
The camp schedule will consist of 2 1/2 hours per evening at Hamilton
shooting,
footwork,
including
skills
Campers will be taken through technical
d games
defense, etc. The second half of the session will be filled with small-side
game
the
into
skills
technical
with the emphasis on putting
Ages 4-12 • Cost $75 (includes [-shirt)
for info.
Call 762-3136 or 1-800-669-7654 ext. 3659 Mal
1=1
HMI O=1 MI WA

1=1 IMP

Awarded a Three Star Rating
Care Rating System
ST :RS for KIDS NOW - Kentucky's Voluntary Child
stars!
Murray-Calloway County Hospital receives three out of four
the
with
accredited
nationally
also
is
Center
MCCH Child Care
Children
Young
of
Education
the
for
n
Associatio
National

........

Deadline for Registration is July 26, 2002.
To register send the form below and $75.
KY 42071.
Women's Soccer Office, Box U7 Stewart Stadium, Murray,

Name
Address
City

Phone #
lAi:

Sex

T-Shirt Size

licensing regulations.
*The center wishes to set standards above what KY requires in
improvement.
performance
continuous
Allp
encourage
.Staff are evaluated annually to
*
schedule.
daily
a
and
activities
program
of
plan
posted
*Parents can view a
A'
4k
tilliii
A
annually.
*Parents participate in three family involvement activities
MURRAYCALLOWAY
requirements. c ..... HOSPITAL
*Staff to child ratios are more favorable than state regulatory
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Make a Difference
Day to be Saturday

Engagement
'• I w•lini
c J

Make A Difference Recycling Day will be
Saturday, July 27,from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at MSU Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot.
Participants are asked to bag or box newspapers
separately from mixed papers and cardboard.
Also to be collection for recycling will be aluminum cans; used eye glasses; plastics, glass and
other metal cans; ink jet cartridges; used clothing
(please separate children's clothing for distribution
at the Community Resource Fair); and used motor
Jo's
oil.
Donations of school supplies for distribution
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen through Need Line will also be accepted.
Community
Editor
Rayburn celebration Sunday
J.D. Rayburn will be the guest of honor at a reception
in celebration of his 90th birthday on Sunday, July 28, at the Murray State
University Curris Center Dance Lounge. All relatives and friends are invited to stop by during the hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The family requests that guests
not bring gifts. Rayburn retired in 1975 as a professor in the education
department of MSU.

irAt
*Zt.
JO BURKEEN/Ledger & Times photo

THETA MEETING.. Wilma Beatty, left, and Sue Miller, back
row, were hostesses for the recent brunch meeting of the
Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club at Dumplin's.
The hostesses presented gifts to the outgoing officers of
2001-02 who are,from left, seated, Jo Farley, reelected chairman for 2002-03, Mary Lawson, outgoing secretary, and
Peggy Myers, outgoing treasurer.

Need Line lists needs
special items needed to fill the baskets for clients at Need Line are
saltine crackers, hot cereal, canned meat, juices or drinks (tea, Kool Aid),
all kinds of vegetables, pork and beans, shampoo, deodorant, bleach, tooth
paste and brown paper bags. "Our food supplies and personal hygiene supplies are very low and especially those listed above," said Tonia Casey,
director. Also donations of money or items for the school supply program
are still needed. The office is located at 804 Story Ave., Murray. For information call 753-NEED.

Museum will offer workshops
PADUCAH, Ky. - The Museum Urn of Fruit Still Life by Theorem
of the American Quilter's Society Applique" Sept. 19 to 21. The class
will offer two fall quiltmaking will explore innovative applique
workshops taught by professional techniques while learning to make a
quiltmakers.
Baltimore Album block.
Nancy Crow
will
teach
To register call the museum at 1"Exploration of Strip-Piecing in 270-442-8856, ext. 25.
Contemporary Quiltmaking" Aug.
The museum is a non-profit
13 to 17. The five-day workshop museum located in downtown
will explore up to 10 contemporary Paducah. Hours are 10 a.m. to 5
strip-piecing techniques.
p.m., Monday through Saturday and
Elly Sienkiewicz will teach from I to 5 p.m. Sundays (April
"Classic Baltimore Album Block: through October).

WATCH needs aluminum cans
WATCH (work acti% Ines training center for the handicapped) at 702
Main St., requests that persons donate their aluminum cans to them by placing them in the cotton wagon in the parking lot any time 24 hours a day.

Falwell memorial event planned
The Jeanne Falwell Memorial Leukemia & Lymphoma Golf Tournament
to benefit the Kentucky Leukemia & Lymphoma Society will be Friday.
Aug. 9. at 1 p.m. at Oaks Country Club. This will be a one day two-person
scramble.
Men's Haircut 411.° Palos $313"&liti
Acrdic Sails 525a up Pt dh on.618 at
Women's KWlk kut 51.0"

Kut

Pjta'sNeat Repeats
Men, Women & Children
(*onsignment Clothes & Accessm

Top Brands

url
Walk-ins Welcome

(270) 753-1682
Southside Shopping Ctr.
(.2croisfmm Sa-iotn Stockade)

Wise and Green
Mary Ann and Jerris Wise of Louisville announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Jenny Wise, to Jeff Green, son of
Mrs. Freida Burch of Dickson, Tenn., and Bruce Green of Murray.
Miss Wise,currently a senior nursing student at Murray State University,
will graduate with her bachelor degree in December 2002. She is currently
employed as an anesthesia technician in the surgery department of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mr. Green is the father of Allyssa Green, II, and Morgan Green, 9. He
is currently employed as a commercial and residential building contractor
in the Murray area.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 10, 2002, at 8 p.m. on the point at
Kenlake State Resort Park.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Workshops planned at mounds
WICKLIFFE, Ky. — Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center will be the
site for learning Pine Needle Basket
Making on Saturday. July 27.
Two workshop sessions for
beginners are planned. The morning
session runs from 9:30 a.m. to noon.
The afternoon session will be held
from 1 to 3:30 p.m.
All materials and hands-on
instruction will ,be provided.
Enrollment in each session is limit-

Formals, Weddings & Maternity
Plus Sizes
Owner - Rita Wyatt
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
His: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
(270)762-0207
Email: neatrepeats@apex.net

fling Hills

urser

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

ed to 12.
To register, indicate session and
send a check payable to Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center to P.O.
Box 155, Wickliffe, Ky. 42087.
The Pine Needle Basket Making
Workshop is a cooperative effort
between Kentucky Dam Village
State Park Outreach Program and
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center.
For more 'information calf
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center
at (270) 335-3681 or email
wrnounds@brtc.net.
Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center is affiliated with Murray
State University. The center is open
daily from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and
is located on Highways 51/60/62
West in Wickliffe.
Admission for the museum is $5,
adults; $4.75, senior citizens (over
age 55); $4, children (ages 6-11);
and free, children under age six.

Angels thrift
40% OFF shop open
All
Trees
& Shrubs

Two-All-You-Can-Eat Pizza &
SpaGatti Lunch Buffets Plus Drink.
Coupons good thru 8/3/02. Not good

with any other special.

A family reunion for the descendants of William Bascum Hughes and
Leona Doran Hughes will be Saturday, July 27, from 2 to 6 p.m. at Hazel
Community Center. A potluck meal will be served. All family members are
invited.

CCHS 1972 reunion Saturday
Calloway County High School Class of 1972 will have its 30-year
reunion on Saturday,July 27, at 6 p.m. at Murray Country Club. Class members who did not send in their money, may feel free to come out and socialize with the class members and families. Also if you would still like to come
for the dinner, you may just come and pay at the door.

Carter reunion Saturday
The Carter family reunion will be Saturday, July 27, at the Farmington
Community House. All relatives and friends are urged to attend and to bring
pictures and memories of the past.

Blood drive Friday
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will have its blood
mobile on the downtown courtsquare on Friday, July 26, from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m."Blood is urgently needed." said Larry Doyle, blood drives chairman.

Cub Scouts plan dinner
Cub Scout Pack 37 will sponsor a spaghetti dinner on Sunday, July 28,
from 12:30 to 5 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Good Shepherd United
Methodist Ohurch, Highway 121 South and Cherry Corner Road, Murray.
The cost will be $5 per person fora!l you can eat. All money will go to Pack
37 for uniforms and awards. For more information contact Cubmaster Eric
Mitchuson at 436-6188.

Gospel singing Sunday
The Receivers Gospel Group from Murray will be singing Sunday, July
28, starting at 5 p.m. at a location close to the school house in the MurrayCalloway County Park. Everyone is welcome. Persons are asked to bring
their own lawn chairs. For information call 492-6159-or 71'9-4134.

Kirksey-Goshen plans Bible School
Kirksey and Goshen United Methodist Churches will have a Vacation
Bible School on Saturday, July 27, from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Kirksey
church. "Catch the Buzz on the Bug Safari" will be the school theme. For
transportation call 489-2323 or 489-2796.

Hicks Cemetery meeting Saturday

Angels Attic I hrilt Shop, 1628
West Main St., Murray, west of St.
John's Episcopal Church, will be
open each Thursday from noon to 7
p.m. for persons to shop for bargains. On Tuesday from noon to 7
p.m. the shop will be open to
receive donations of clothing, shoes
and household items for the shop.
All items should be in good condition, washed and/or cleaned. All
funds from purchases will go
toward the operation of the Angels
Community Clinic.

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

Hughes reunion on Saturday

SUBSCRIBE

The annual meeting at Hicks Cemetery, located on Hicks Cemetery Road
off Highway 121 South, Murray will have its annual meeting on Saturday,
July 27,from 8 to 11 a.m. at the cemetery. Those unable to attend may send
their donations.for the maintenance to Gary Farris, 498 Paris Rd., Murray,
KY 42071 or Owen Garrison,6398 St. Rt. 121 South, Murray, KY 42071.

Women Aware groups to meet
Support groups of victims of domestic violence of Women Aware are
scheduled at various times- throughout the week. They are at 10 a.m.
Tuesday,2 p.m. Wednesday, 10 a.m. and 5:15 p.m. on Thursday, and 10 a.m.
on Friday. For information call Carolyn Stubblefield,'counselor court advocate of Women Aware at 759-2373.

Quilters guild show planned
The Trigg County Quilter's Guild Show in Cadiz will be Friday, October
11, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday, October 12, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Cadiz Baptist Church Annex.

...........

SULLIVAN'S

NOW ACCEPTING ALL MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS & DEBIT CARDS!
804 Chestnut St.

IS I !riles •
1647

2!orill0

PGA Teaching
Professional

Golf Lessons
S20

(

47 0

I 10-21111 Yards • lien1 Gras% (;rven

N. 161h St.• Murray., KY •753-1152

Lynn
Sullivan

e
vimi

i(

go-

NMI

...NMI

NMI

MI

EMI

WIN

EMI

Bring War children's best items and keep 70% ofthe
selling price! Items like clothingfor all seasons, baby
equipment and furniture, dolls, toys, books and puzzles!
Plus,for the first time, hundreds ofNEW shoesfrom
the boutique brand Lamour and Baby Angel! Priced
5094- and more below retail!
Sale starts JULY

a

OM

INN

C•

DROP OFF;SATURDAY.JULY 27T11(10 A.M.-5 P.M.)

S
OFF
I GREEN FEES FOR HOLES'
18

•

We're back and bigger than ever before!
So big that we've. moved our 13th sale to the former
HEILIG MEYERS BUILDING ON N. 12TH
STREET IN MURRAY!

l'ar 3 Golf Course
9 Holes $3
18 Holes $5
Weekends & Holidays
9 Iloles $5
18 Holes $8
Golf Carts
9 Holes...$3.50 18 Holes...$7.00
Rental Sets
$1.04)
Driving Range
$2.25
Miniature Golf
$2.00
Softball & Baseball
Batting, Cages
50c
1

Coupons good anti 5/1/112. Not good with any other special.

1W4,
• 4.-

WEEROWS ClitiDRf
COitISICAMEH 1- SALE

Call

Two-All-You-Can-Eat Pizza &
SpaGatti Dinner Buffets Plus Drink.
•

Alw

PAR 3

753-6656

`•2

—

r`
ai

3111,but participate and shop early!

toll free 1-877-753-5551, or visit our website at
www.kyweeruns.com

•

In
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KENTUCKY
COLONEL Cheryl
Conner, left, was presented
with
a
Kentucky
Colonel
certificate on July 17
by Alfred Williams,
right, mayor of Elm
Grove community in
Calloway
County.
This was for her service to the community,
her home state of
Tennessee, and the
nation. This award
recognizes special
achievements and is
the highest honor
awarded
by
the
Commonwealth
of
Kentucky.
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MMS plans school opening events
Angela Murdock, principal ut
Murray Middle School, urges parents who missed Fee Day to please
stop by the school on Monday. July
29, between the hours of 8 a.m. to 3
p.m.
The school fee is $30. There are
reduced fees for those who qualify.
The fees are waived for students
who qualify for free lunch. This will
he the last day to pre-pay fees.
No fees can be paid at "Back to
School Night" on Thursday, Aug. I.

itus sill give students and parents a
chance to pick up schedules and
meet the teachers.
All fourth and fifth grades will
meet in the auditorium at 6 p.m.:
and all sixth. seventh and eighth
grades will meet in the auditorium
at 6:30 p.m.
Murdock said "also if your child
plans to enroll in MMS and is not
already enrolled, to please come by
the school to pick up and complete
the necessary forms."

Betty Shepard event planned

The Betty Shepard Two-Lady Golf Scramble will be Wednesday, Aug. 7,
at 9 a.m. at the Oaks Country Club. Entry fee will be $50 per team with $20
fee for cart rental. Participantspshould send check, made payable .to Oaks
Betty Shepard, no later than Wednesday. July 31. to Della Miller, 176
Ironwood Dr., Murray, KY 42071. For information call 753-2721

www.murrayledger.com your news source

JO BURKEEN/Ledger & Times photo

SPECIAL FEATURE...Jody Richardson of 12th Street Floral
and Gifts, Murray, uses this special wreath with a bird house
in demonstrating out to use flowers and bows to make this
wreath for any season Of -the year al. ibii-Jay 'meeting of
Christian Women of Murray at Boulders Cafe. She was introduced by Lavonia Rowland, special feature chairman.

1111
1111
141r
h
111
?
A " eIDAY & SATURDAY, JULY 26 & 271:111r
111.
1111

SUMMER SALE
AND CLEARANCE
KIDS & AC

f

50% OFF
50% OFF
50% OFF
50% OFF
50% OFF
SALE 9
.99&

60% OFF
50% OFF
50% OFF
50%OFF

50% OFF
50% OFF
50% OFF
50-60% OFF
SALE 9.99

60% OFF
50% OFF
sALE69.99
SALE 2.99

SELECTED NATIONAL-BRAND
COLLECTIONS FOR HER
SELECTED WORTHINGTON
CAREER-RELATED SEPARATES
ENTIRE STOCK MISSES' SHORTS
FROM ST. JOHN'S BAY, CABIN CREEK',
GLORIA VANDERBILT , LEE'& LEVI'S"

TANKS FOR HER FROM
ST. JOHN'S BAY' & CABIN CREEK®

-411.

ENTIRE STOCK JUNIORS' ARIZONA
JEAN CO.® SHORT-SLEEVE TEES

ENTIRE STOCK JUNIORS' DENIM
TWILL SHORTS, REG. 19.99-24.99

ENTIRE STOCK YOUNG
MEN'S SHORTS
ENTIRE STOCK MEN'S & YOUNG
MEN'S SWIMWEAR
ENTIRE STOCK SHORT-SLEEVE
DRESS SHIRTS
YOUNG MEN'S ARIZONA JEAN
CO" SHORT-SLEEVE TOPS
YOUNG MEN'S NOVELTY TEES,
REG. 14.99

CPenne

SW

ES

ENTIRE STOCK REGULAR-PRICED BOYS'
TECH SHORTS FROM WEARFIRST", PLUGG'
& ARIZONA JEAN CO.
ENTIRE STOCK BOYS SHORT-SLEEVE
SCREEN TEES FROM NO RULES', TOP
HEAVY'& GECKO HAWAIr

ENTIRE STOCK GIRLS'SHORT-SLEEVE
SCREEN TEES FROM SELF ESTEEM
ATIRW
EH
SA
S
ET
TO
ND
CB
KAW
GO
SMEN'S

TRIPLE STRAND CULTURED FRESHWATER PEARL NECKLACE, REG. 5298

SALE $99

ENTIRE STOCK MADE-TO-MEASURE
WOOD BLINDS

PROTOCOL' CUMBERLAND
5-PC. LUGGAGE SET

ANY SIZE 200-THREAD COUNT
BED-IN-A-BAG, REG. 79.99-129.99

NATURAL AFFINITY(' BATH TOWELS,
ORIG. 3.99-4.99 INCLUDES SOLIDS STRIPF_S

PLUS ADDITIONAL SAVINGS FORYOUR FAMILY!
BUY 1 GET 2ND FOR
JUST

MORE

PLUS RED TAG CLEARANCE!

50-70%OFF

ORIGINAL PRICES WHEN YOU TAKE

AN EXTRA 25% OFF
ALREADY-REDUCED RED-TICKETED CLEARANCE! JULY 26-AUGUST 3.
BUY 1 MIXIT` SLEEPWEAR
SEPARATE FOR HER (REG. $20)
BUY 1 UNDERSCORE FASHION
+ COMFORT BRA (REG. S16)

GET 2ND FOR S11

EXAMPLE OF YOUR SAVINGS:

GET 2ND FOR S1

ORIGINAL PRICE
CLEARANCE PRICE
EXTRA 25% OFF
YOUR FINAL PRICE

Second item must bent equal nil,ssor value Style. colors and siring will vary from stnir Ii SIre

$30.00
= $11.99
= $ 3.00
S 8.99

Extra 25% oft applies to rect-hcketed clearance antes only and does not apply to Furniture, Mattresses Fine Jewelry. Catalixt Internet & Outlet
Slates or to Portrait. Optical or Salon Services and Products. Gift Cards prior purchases or in combination with any other otter Savonas off
original prices Intermediate marlidowns may have been been on anginal prices While quantities list Selection may vary by store

Sek, prices effective July 26-27. 2002 only unless otherwise noted Percentages off regular prices or original prices, as shown Actual savings may exceed stated percentage oft "Regular' and 'Original' prices niftect offering prices which may not have resulted in actual sales
lel
agir,
Any event designated as a "sale" evciudes Value Right merchandise and 'terns sold everyday with discounts if purchased in multiples ot "2 or more Intermediate markdowns may have been taker, or) orKienal-poced merchandise CMarance items evadable while suppees last
Merchandise selection may vary from one JCPeoney store to another
hui

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CTR.•(270) 759-1400 • Store Hrs.: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.•Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
Salon Hours' Mon.-Fri 9 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.

vi
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MSUSCHOLARSHIPS
Calloway County High School
2002 graduates who recently were
awarded one or more Murray State
University scholarships are as follows:

The Honor Scholarship recognizes students for their numerous
achievements in high school, church
and community.
The
George
Beiderwell
Scholarship is awarded to residents
Tai Orten, a 2002 graduate of of Kentucky west of the Pennyrile
Calloway County High School, has Parkway.
been awarded a Governor's School
The Roads Scholars Leadership
of the Arts
Housing Scholarship is awarded to
H onor
students based on contributions to
Scholarship, an
school, church and community. The
H onor
award is applied to normal universiScholarship, a
ty housing charges and is a one year.
G eorge
nonrenewable award.
Beiderwell
Orten, the daughter of Robin
Scholarship and
Orten of Lockhart, Texas, and
Roads
a
Wendy Orten of Murray. is majoring
Scholars
in an at MSU.
Leadership
During high- -sabot, she played
Housing Scholarship
ray varsity soccer for Calloway and parState University.
ticipated in WKYU select high
school soccer teams. She won multiple soccer awards. She was recognized by Who's Who Among
American High School Students and
the National Honor Roll.
Orten attended the Governor's
School of the Arts. Most notably,
she received nearly 40 awards for
her artwork at various an shows in
the state. Many of her works
received first place and "Best of
Show." One of her works was the
featured piece in Murray State's
Cultural Diversity Show.
• *****
Michael "Brian" Overbey, a
2001 graduate of Calloway County
High School. has been awarded a
Shroat-Huie
Dunn Memorial
Scholarship at
Murray
State
University.
The ShroatHuie
Dunn
Memorial
Scholarship is
awarded to a
graduate or child
or grandchild of a graduate of
Calloway County High School. The
recipient must hold a minimum 3.0
GPA.
Overbey, the son of pickey and
Nancy Overbey of Murray, is major-

pfu.raed
CAMP.. Pictured are the boys from Calloway County with officials at the Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys & Girls Ranch at
Gilbertsville. The 8 to 11 year olds were sent by Calloway
Sheriff Stan Scott for a week of free camping and activities.
Each child was given a goodie bag filled with a shirt, a pair of
socks, a Bible, a new toy and other items to keep.

CHEROKEE HILLS STEAK HOUSE
Featuring:
Sunday Ranch Buffet $5.49
Hours Noon - 8 p.m.
Thursday - Texas Ribeye Buffet $8.95
Friday & Saturday Full Menu
Steak & Seafood Buffet $8.95

WHAT ARE THE
HOTTEST CHILE
PEPPERS IN THE
WORLD IS
CALLED?

Menu Special Prime Rib Dinner For 2 $22.95
Hours Thurs.. Fri. & Sat. Open 4 p.m.
"Steaks Are Just Better At The Ranch"

tol

(270)436-5566 or (731)232-6006
Located at TN/KY State Line - From Paris Landing 5 Miles
on 119, From Murray 15 min. South on 121 - Follow Signs.

THIS IS YOUR INVITATION To ATTEND A SERIES OF
GOSPEL MEETINGS To BE HELD AT THE

HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
1131 Hickory Grove Road, Almo, KY

JULY 28

AUGUST 1
with

Yes,
We Can Help.'
C(U
<teNe

BROTHER GUY F. HESTER
Schedule of Services
Bible Study
Worship

9:00 AM
10:00 AM
7:30 PM
7:00 PM

Sunday Evening
Monday-Thursday

401 fkl
ROLLOVERS

753-4703
1702 Hwy.121 N. Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

KIDS

NL MPANV
P

Murray Middle

IV

SCh001

Murray Elementary
School

759-0842

753-5022

Hours of Operation
MMS: 3:00-6:00PM
Intersession:
6:45AM-6:00PM

* 69-P1
*
/4
c40
SCHOOL P
Hours of Operation

e002_2003 schook'ie''

Fall
Registration

MEG: 2:30-6:00PM
Intersession:
6:45AM-6:00PM

August 1, 5:00-6:30 PM
Registration Fee (non-refundable) $1 5/one/child, $20/two children,$25/three children

Regular Weekly Rates:
$15- $40/one child, $20-$60/two children
$25- $75/three children
CONTRACTS
HOMEWORK
ARTS & CRAFTS
&AMES
SNACKS

fiZ

Posturepedic Support
Only from Sealy'

Rogers, the daughter of Dwaine
and Nan Rogers of Murray, is
majoring in pre-pharmacy at MSU.
During high school, she was
active in the Pep Club, Beta Club
and Fellowship of Christian
Athletes. She was on the basketball
and track teams. A valedictorian of
her class, she was the Purchase Area
Representative to the WKRECC
Youth Tour to Washington, D.C.
In addition, she was the
Basketball Homecoming Queen and
coeditor of the yearbook. She is a
member of the Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
*****
Megan Rasberry, a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded a
Leadership
Award, a Hazel
Alumni
Scholarship and
a Student of the
Week
Honor
Award at Murray
State University.
Leadership
Award is based
on contributions in high school
activities, and church and community service. Recipients must have a
minimum 2.75 GPA. The Hazel
Alumni Scholarship is available to
students who reside in the former
Hazel School District and are graduates of Murray High School or
Calloway County High School.
Rasberry, the daughter of Tony
and Cheryl Rasberry Of Hazel, is
majoring in occupational safety and
health and business at MSU.
During high school, she was
active in the Future Business
Leaders of America, Beta Club,
Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
Family Career and Community •
Leaders of America, Pep Club and
Girl Scouts of America.
She was the community service
chair and vice president of the
Future Business Leaders of
America. She was honored as the
2000 Future Business Leaders of
America State and Regional Voting
Delegate. In addition, she received
National Punctual Attendance
Awards and was a High Honor Roll
student.
*****
Joshua Stone. a 2002 graduate
of Calloway County High School,
has been awarded a Student of the
Honor
Week
Award at Murray
State University.
Stone, the son
of Kerry and
Sandra Stone of
Kirksey,
majoring
in
occupational
safety and health
at MSU.
During high school, he was
active in the Future Business
Leaders of America, Pep Club and
Family Career and Community
Leaders of America. In addition, he
participated in Norte! Baseball and
Church League Basketball.

PE I

Sealg

MICHASE

/Jo

cturepeb.‘

MAT
TRE
SS
25
QUEEN SETS
only
00

$499

•
.400
Sierra Finn
Afte

Great Prices On
Sealy Sleep Set Too.

Aar

Arm

lbeice Goo
Goot0.
FM'
Olen
1,..ittePeGooe

HAYES PLUSH

$125*
Twin Each Piece
Full Each Piece 4185
Queen Set
$399
Kin. Set
‘;49

90 DAYS SAME

AS

CASH

p

I

sET

Intersession Weekly Rates
$60/one child
$90/two children
$105/three children

ing in agriculture science at MSU.
During college, he has been
active in the National Society of
Collegiate Scholars, Phi Eta Sigma
National Honor Society, Inc., Alpha
Lambda Delta National Academic
Honor Society, University Christian
Student Center and the MSU/UK
Experiential Tobacco Program.
*****
Amberly Paschall, a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded a Roads
Scholars
Leadership
H ousing
Scholarship and
a Student of the
Week
Honor
Award at Murray
State University.
The
Roads
H cholars
Leadership
Housing Scholarship is awarded to
students based on contributions to
school, church and community. The
award is applied to normal university housing charges and is a one year,
nonrenewable award.
Paschall, the daughter of
Kendred and Tammy Paschall of
Murray, is majoring in biology at
MSU.
During high school, she was
active in the Pep Club, Fellowship
of Christian Athletes and Foreign
Language Club. She played varsity
soccer and was a varsity cheerleader.
She won numerous soccer
awards, and was on the First District
All-District Team. She received a
first-place award in the Regional
Foreign Language Festival for her
excellence in Latin. Paschall was
recognized as Most Outstanding
Keyboarding Student and Student of
the Week.
In addition, she received a Good
Attendance Award and was on the
Honor Roll. She was recognized by
Who's Who Among American
Teenagers.
*****
Meagan Rogers, a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded a
Valedictorian
H onor
Scholarship, an
H onor
Scholarship and
a Roads Scholars
Leadership
H ousing
Scholarship at
Murray
State
University.
The
Valedictorian
Honor
Scholarship is automatically awarded to students who were valedictorians after seven semesters.
The Honor Scholarship recognizes students for their numerous
achievements in high school, church
and community.
The Roads Scholars Leadership
Housing Scholarship is awarded to
students based on contributions to
school, church and community. The
award is applied to normal university housing charges and is a one year,
nonrenewable award.

FINLEY
PILLOW TOP

$235*

Twin Each Piece
Full Each Piece $285
Queen Set
$599
•"ing Set
$799

P.11
,
.".41.1:111a•

AFTON
CUSHION FIRM

$249*
Twin Each Piece
Full Each Piece $299
Queen Set
$699
Kin Set
$949

FREE

FREE

REMOUlt
OLD BEIMI\(,

Sill ItTR1'

*. When sold in sets

Ckeafioe

pitetior

OF MAYFIELD,INC.
Hours: Mon. thru Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

247-4488

CZ
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A new sign out front.

A new account number

A new statement.

;14

BB&T

But what really matters

stays the same.

Member FDIC

You've probably heard that Area

works best when people get to

Bank has become Branch Banking &

know one another That's why, at

Trust— BB&T for short. However the

BB&T, our personal, one-on-one

real news is what stays the same.

approach still relies on local decision

Like the belief that you're not just an

makers who get to know you and

account number you're an individual.

your financial needs. So please stop

That loans should be made by peo-

by help yourself to a cup of coffee,

ple, not just by the nurtbers. And

and say hello. We'd like to help you

that banking, like any relationship,

with what's next in yOur life.

Equal Housing Lender

B13&T'
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Reds 4-0 at World Series
*”..,11•••••

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & limes
CANTON, Mich. — The West
Kentucky Reds' World Series slate
remained spotless after the local
traveling squad resumed action
Wednesday at the USSSA 14-under
baseball tournament.
The Reds, 3-0 and seeded fifth
after winning three pool play games
Tuesday, entered the event's douchampionship
ble-elimination

• -

bracket against the also-undefeated Centex Reds from Austin, Texas.
After West Kentucky seized an
early 3-1 lead only to watch Centex regain momentum, M.J.
McCuiston's three-run home run
snapped. a 3-3 tie as the Reds
claimed an 8-5 victory.
The West Kentucky offense was
bolstered by singles by Colby
Starks, Austin McCuiston, Jake
Dunn. Josh Streetman and Timo-

thy Dunn, who added a double.
Right-handed starting pitcher
Austin McCuiston went the distance to earn the win for the Reds.
West Kentucky played pretty
solid defense throughout the game,
capped off by a a diving stab of
a grounder by second baseman
Taylor Thieke.
The Reds were set to take on
the 4-0 Lincoln (Neb.) Rebels
today at 11:15 a.m.

HOME SAFE HOME ... Murray Mud Dogs player Matthew
Vinson (left) gets the safe call in Wednesday afternoon's
game versus the North Alabama Travelers at the USSSA
12-under World Series. The Dogs won the game 12-2.

Mud Dogs find
sticks, win twice
Staff Report
and one in the fifth.
Murray Ledger & Times
"We're finally glad to get the
HUTCHINSON, Kan. — The monkey off our backs with our
Murray Mud Dogs are finally start- first win," said head coach Kevin
ing to have fun in the USSSA Lamb after Murray broke its 0-3
World Series at the Fun Valley start. "Our bats are coming alive
Sports Complex.
and we got help from everyone
The Dogs' offense finally came on the team in both of our wins
to life as they crushed the North today.
Alabama Travelers 12-2 and the
"Chris Dobbins had - an outArkansas Diamondbacks 16-5 on standing day today with two hits
Wednesday in consolation bracket in the first game and a perfect
play.
RBI bunt that broke open the secThe nightcap against the Dia- ond game. He's done a great job
mondbacks ended at 12:30 this in every facet of his game. And
morning. Murray will have to be Jacob Burks rebounded from two
back at the park 12 hours later in sub-par performances to turn in a
advance of a 1:30 p.m. consola- great game against the Diamondtion bracket matchup against the backs."
Broken Arrow (Okla.) Patriots.
In the nightcap, Burks tossed
Murray rode the bats of Jacob a two-hitter as the Dogs mixed
Burks and Chris Dobbins in long ball and small ball to perWednesday's first game against the fection in downing the DiamondTravelers, rated third in the coun- backs. Murray chased a pair of hardtry in the USSSA rankings enter- throwing six-footers for Arkansas.
ing the tourney.
Heskett and Burks led the 10Burks hit a two-run inside-the- hit attack with two each, while
park homer and Dobbins slapped six other Mud Dogs also notched
two singles and scored twice to base hits. Reynolds, Volp, Brockhelp jumpstart the Mud Dogs' pre- man, Cobb and 'Hurt all reached
viously slumping offense.
base" on hits against the DiaJosh Reynolds (1-1) tossed three mondbacks.
strong innings for the win against
Dobbins laid down a perfect
the Travelers before giving way bases-loaded bunt to ignite the
Dogs' three-run third and build a
to relief pitcher Cole Hurt.
Murray got offense from up 6-2 lead. Murray added two in
and down the lineup as Matt Vin- the fourth, two in the fifth and
son, Reynolds. Chess Volp, Bradley exploded with six in the sixth.
Cobb, Casey Brockman and Brett
The Dogs will play twice today
Gibson all had base hits.
if they continue to win. Murray
The Mud Dogs jumped on North would wrap up its consolation
Alabama for four in the first, one bracket appearance with a pair of
in the second, four in the fourth games on Friday if they keep
and three more in the fifth. The advancing.
Travelers didn't .get on the board
One loss along the way wraps
until posting two runs in the fourth up the Mud Dogs' season.

Swanson

Wicker

Locals ready for
Soap Box Derby
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
AKRON, Ohio — David Swanson of Murray and Shauna Tate
of Almo arrived in Akron Monday to begin five days of festivities and preparation leading up
to Saturday's 65th All-American
Soap Box Derby races at Derby
Downs.
Swanson, 12, is one of 140
boys and girls in the Stock division after winning the Stock title
at the Murray Soap Box Derby
June I.
Wicker, 10, is one of 131 boys
and girls in the Super Stock divi•

sion. Wicker won the 2001 Murray Soap Box Derby in the Stock
division before moving up and
collecting the Super Stock crown
this year.
Both divisions feature race cars
built from ready-to-assemble kits.
There are 50 participants in the
Masters division for racers with
advanced construction skills. Derby
contestants are nine to 16 years
old.
More than $50,000 in college
scholarships will be awarded to
the three divisional winners in Saturday's All-American Soap Box
Derby.

kJ,

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION...Calloway County assistant football coach James Pigg (right) observes as junior Greg
Ryan (center) and the Laker offensive linemen come out of the chute and work on their blocking technique during
practice Wednesday at the CCHS practice field.

Post 236 dro s district opener
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — Calloway County standout pitcher and Southeastern Illinois College
signee Dean Futrell carried Calvert City Post
236 into the eighth inning in the first round
of the American Legion District 1 baseball
tournament Wednesday at Brooks Stadium.
However, River Region Post 3 rallied from
a 2-1 deficit to take a 3-2 lead in the bottom of the eighth and broke a 3-3 tie by plating a run without the use of a hit in the bottom of the ninth for a 4-3 win.
Calvert (18-23) will face Mayfield Post 26
— a 6-3 victim of Paducah Post 31 in Wednesday's nightcap — today at 5 p.m. to stay
alive in the four-team double-elimination tournament.
The Calvert-Mayfield winner would face

the loser of today's 8 p.m. contest between
River Region and Paducah Friday at 5 p.m.
for a shot at today's nightcap winner in the
championship game Friday at 8 p.m.
A second final would be played Saturday
at 7 p.m. should the team from the loser's
bracket win Friday's late game.
Futrell, whose double was one of five
Calven hits, allowed a first-inning run before
shutting down River Region (19-20) over the
next six frame's, and Josh Donohoo's two-run
triple in the top of the eighth put Calvert in
front 2-1.
But Post 3 responded with Greg Smith's
leadoff single and a double by Brandon Langston,
and after Futrell struck out the next batter,
Smith scored on Scott O'Neal's high chopper
to third base, beating out Dathan Shelton's
throw to J.D. Devine.

Futrell then caught O'Neal with a pickoff
throw as O'Neal was heading for second base,
but first baseman Josh Inglish threw to third
instead of second and Shelton's relay home
was high and glanced off Devine's glove.
Post 236 knotted the score in the top of
the ninth as Devine was hit by a pitch and
pinch runner Sean Pierce took second on a
wild pitch before crossing the plate on a single by Donohoo, who was 2-for-4 with three
RBIs.
But a leadoff walk and a throwing error
by Calvert reliever Hunter Moss and an intentional walk loaded the bases with no outs for
River Region, and Smith's chopper to second
brought in Tyler Scott ahead of the throw
with the winning run.
Post 3 slapped out nine hits to go along
with three Calvert errors.

Brewers break nine-game skid
By The Associated Press
Milwaukee manager Jerry Royster and reliever Mike Delean stood
on the mound screaming at each
other, nose to nose. In another
lost season for the Brewers, even
wins do not come easily.
The team with the worst record
in the NL beat Houston 12-8
Wednesday night to break a ninegame losing streak, but not before
an embarrassing scene in the ninth
inning.
After Lance Berkman singled
to load the bases with one out,
Royster went to pull DeJean
Delean and Royster began jay,
ing, and it quickly escalated into
a heated argument. DeJean eventually walked off, with Royster
following for a few steps to shout
some parting words.
"Things were happening out
there that were pretty emotional,"
Royster said. "Our guys haven't
been taking losing lying down.
You could feel it in the clubhouse
before the game and you could
feel it on the field. It's been tough
on a lot of guys.
"I-le wanted to stay in the game.
I don't have any problem with
him being mad at being taken out,
but we don't need to do that on
the field. It was unnecessary."
DeJean, 0-4 for a team that's
35-67 and headed to its 10th
straight losing season, apologized.
"If he felt like I was trying to
show him up. then I'm sorry," he
said. "I was just upset because

Alan Diaz/AP Photo

SHUTOUT ... Atlanta pitcher Damian MOSS allowed one hit
in seven innings as the Braves beat the Florida Marlins 100 Wednesday in Miami.
wanted to stay in. He was upset Diego blanked Los Angeles 8-0.
and I was upset.
Giants 6, Cardinals 4
"I don't know any pitcher on
Kirk Rueter shut out St. Louis
this team who wants to come out into the eighth inning and San
of a game. I just wanted to do Francisco won at Pacific Bell Park.
my part. Unfortunately, I didn't."
Rich Aunlia homered as the
In other NL games, Arizona Giants ended a three-game winbeat Colorado 7-1, Atlanta defeat- ning streak by the NL Central
ed Florida 10-0, Philadelphia leaders.
downed Chicago 4-2, Cincinnati
Rueter did not allow an earned
topped Pittsburgh 10-5, San Fran- run and won for the first time
cisco stopped St. Louis 6-4, Mon- since June 4, nine starts ago.
treal heat New York 2-1 and San
St. Louis starter Andy Benes,

on the disabled for much of the
year, gave up one earned run in
a season-high 4 2-3 innings.
Braves 10, Marlins 0
Damian Moss and Albie Lopez
combined on a one-hitter as Atlanta
breezed on the road. Deriek Lee
got Florida's only hit, grounding
a single past third baseman Vinny
Castilla to open the fifth inning.
Moss pitched seven innings and
also doubled for his career extrabase hit.
Wes Helms drove in three runs
with a career-high four hits. Henry
Blanco's three-run homer capped
a six-run first inning.
Phillies 4, Cubs 2
Brett Myers made a sensational major league debut, pitching
two-hit ball for eight innings as
Philadelphia won at Wrigley Field.
Myers outpitched fellow firstround pick Mark Prior in a matchup
of 21-year-old rookies. Called up
from Triple-A before the game.
Myers gave up Mark Bellhorn's solo
homer in the third and then retired
14 straight batters.
Sammy Sosa hit his 31st homer
in the Chicago ninth off Jose Mesa.
Reds 10, Pirates 5
Brian Moehler got off to rough
start for Cincinnati before settling
down to beat visiting Pittsburgh.
Traded from Detroit to the Reds
in a five-player deal Tuesday,
Moehler was tagged for four runs
.in the first inning.
Moehler left after five innings
with an 8-4 lead.
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Giants
extend
Collins

Roberto Borea/AP Photo

TAG! YOU'RE OUT ... Toronto Blue Jays third baseman Eric Hinske tags out Baltimore's
Melvin Mora as he tries unsuccessfully to advance from first to third base on a hit by
Howie Clark Wednesday at Camden Yards in Baltimore. Toronto beat the Orioles 5-2.

Rogers impresses Seattle,
leads Rangers to 4-3 win
By The Associated Press
Kenny Rogers used his latest
start to make a pitch for a possible deal to a team with better
postseason potential.
Rogers threw eight sharp innings
Wednesday night in his first outing since turning down a tradc to
the Cincinnati Reds, leading the
Texas Rangers over the Seattle
Mariners 4-3.
"It occurred to me tonight, yesterday and the last couple of days,"
he said. "They're a playoff-caliber team. Last year they showed
how good they can be. You go
out and pitch well against them
and it opens eyes."
The Mariners have showed interest in Rogers, who is 2-0 with
an 1.50 ERA in his four starts
against Seattle this season, but
they are unwilling to increase their
payroll over $90 million and Texas
is refusing to take on any part of
Rogers' salary in a deal.
Rogers (11-5) said "I'm not trying to hurt anybody here (Texas)
in what they might be trying to
accomplish," but he cited family
issues when he invoked his notrade clause earlier this week, preventing a trade with the Reds that
would have sent three minor leagpars to the Rangers.
Rogers beat the Mariners 9-0
with a five-hitter on April 19. On
Wednesday, he allowed three runs
—two earned — and seven hits.
"He knows how to pitch period," Mariners manager Lou Piniella said. "He's been around for a
long time. That's one of the reasons a lot of clubs have been
watching Kenny to see if he can
add to their starting mix."
In other AL games, it was:
Minnesota 8, Chicago White Sox
1; Toronto 5, Baltimore 2; Tampa

Bay 9, Boston 5; Detroit 3, Kansas
City 0; N.Y. Yankees 14, Cleveland 7; and Anaheim 5, Oakland
Frank Catalantitto, hitting .179
in his previous 15 games, homered on the second pitch of the
game off Freddy Garcia (11-7)
and had a two-run single in the
fifth.
It was the third straight poor
outing for Garcia since the AllStar game. He gave up four runs
on six hits, four walks and three
wild pitches in 6 1-3 innings. In
his last three starts he is 0-2 with
a 8.64 ERA.
"He's not as sharp as he's been,"
Piniella said. "He's throwing a lot
of pitches and his changeup is
still a little too hard. But what
am I going to be concerned about?
He is a good pitcher"
Twins 8, White Sox 1
In Chicago, David Ortiz hit a
three-run homer and Toni Hunter
had three hits as Minnesota won
for the ninth time in 11 games.
Doug Mientkiewicz and Bobby
Kielty also homered for the Twins,
who opened a 14-game lead in
the AL Central.
Blue Jays 5, Orioles 2
Chris Carpenter won his fourth
straight 'decision and Carlos Delgado hit the first of three straight
RBI singles in the eighth inning
as Toronto beat host Baltimore for
its 10th win in 12 games.
Carpenter(4-1)allowed two runs
and eight hits in eight innings,
striking out five and walking one.
He is 4-0 with three no-decisions
since spending a second stint on
the disabled list with tendinitis in

six-run second inning, and Tampa
Bay's bullpen did not allow a run
over six innings.
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ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — The
New York Giants signed quarterback Kerry Collins through the
2004 season, agreeing to a twoyear contract extension Wednesday, less than 24 hours before the
start of training camp.
Collins, who would have
become a free agent after this
season, will earn $15.4 million
over the next three seasons. The
deal will create enough salary cap
room to enable the Giants to resign backup Jason Garrett.
Collins, who led the Giants to
the Super Bowl in 2000, would
have earned $4 million this season in the final year of a fouryear $16 million contract.
Under terms of the extension,
Collins will receive a $5.85 million signing bonus, but his salary
this year will drop to $650,000.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsor

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore
MAJOR

753-8355

LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pct GB
Atlanta
66
36 647 New York
52
49 515 13 1/2
Montreal
50
51
495 15 1/2
Florida
49
52 485 16 1/2
Philadelphia
46
54 460 19
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
St. Louis
55
43 561
Cincinnati.
53
48 525
3 1/2
Houston
49
51
490
7
Pittsburgh
47
54 465
9 1/2
Chicago
43
56 434 12 1/2
Milwaukee
35
67
343 22
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Arizona
594
—
41
60
San Francisco 57
44
564
3
Los Angeles
57
45
559
3 1+2
Colorado
48
54
471 12 1/2
San Diego
43
58 426 17

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
New York
63
37 630
Boston
41
586 4 1/2
58
47
Baltimore
51
480 15
44
Toronto
55 444 18 1/2
Tampa Bay
32
67
323 30 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Minnesota
61
42 592
Chicago
14
47
56 456
44
Cleveland
56 440 15 1/2
Kansas City
43
57 430 16 1/2
37
Detroit
62 374 22

Today's Games

Today's Games
Kansas City at Detroit, 1 05 p m
Oakland at Anaheim, 3 05 p m
Tampa Bay at Boston, 605 pm
Texas at Seattle, 9 05 p m

Philadelphia at Chicago Cubs, 120 p m
St. Louis at San Francisco, 2 35 p m
Pittsburgh at Houston, 305 p m
San Diego at Arizona, 5:05 p.m.
Flonda at Montreal, 6:05 p.m.

West Division
Seattle
Anaheim
Oakland
Texas

61
59
59
42

40
40
42
58

Pct GB
604
596
2
584
420 18 1 2

It's Snapper Season
*9 HP
028" HI-VAC DECK

Located behind Nissan of Murray

NOW OPEN
Serving Lunch
Monday-Friday
10:30 a.m.-2 p.m.

owl
$9720°
ALL SNAPPER MOWERS ON SALE!
WE ARE YOUR AUTHORIZED SNAPPER PARTS DEALER

Ribeye Steak Sandwich
Hamburger • Cheeseburger
Hot Dog/Chicago Style
Fresh Cut Fries
Coca-Cola Drinks
Snow Cones

=MD

SNAPPER
Born to [now

200 East Main Street • 753-8201

We have all the condiments!

his shoulder.

Devil Rays 9, Red Sox 5
In Boston, Andy Sheets hit a
three-run home run to highlight a

"An otolaryngologist is a fancy name
for an ear, nose and throat specialist,"
says Dr. Samuel J. Pruden II, who just joined

SportsBriefs

the staff at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

NICHOLASVILLE, Ky. — Julie Bennett of Murray finished in a tie for 28th
place at the KGA-PGA 2002 Women's Kentucky Open Championship Wednesday at Champion Trace Golf Club.
After firing a first-round 83 Tuesday to sit in a three-way tie for 17th, 11
shots off the lead, Bennett shot an 88 to close with a total of 171, even with
Lindsay Newton of Campbellsville (90-81) and 21 shots behind Christine Ridenour of Louisville (72-78).
Ahead by three strokes going into Wednesday's play, Ridenour won the
tournament by five shots over Cathy Edelen of Rotonda West, Fla.

Why did Dr. Pruden choose us? "Actually, a
lot of hospitals recruited me," he says. "But
I really liked Murray's high-tech capabilities.
Plus, it feels like home here."

The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will hold tryouts for the
Girls' U-12 Select competitive traveling team Aug. 4 at 2 p.m. at Hamilton Field
on 17th Street.
Any girl that will not be 12 years old by Aug. 1 and will be registered with
MCCSA for this season is eligible and encouraged to participate. Player selections will be based on attitude, skill, desire and knowledge of the game.
Additional information is available by calling Mike Smith at 759-4830 or
attending any of the MCCSA registration sessions beginning today from 5-8
p.m. at The Trophy Case. Registration will continue July 26 from 5-8 p.m., July
27 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., July 29 from 5-8 p.m. and July 30 from 5-8 p.m.

It should. Dr. Pruden is a native of Henderson,
Kentucky, and has an undergraduate degree
from Murray State.
We're extremely pleased that Dr. Pruden
is here. And when you meet him you will be,
S.

$10.00 GREEN FEE
fri

toe. For an appointment, call Regional ENT
Associates, PLLC (270) 767-0060.

t C'r ST.Lgik-_.)14`,
Goy cri‘b

Play for $10 Green Fee on
Mondays and Tuesdays
Fee does not include cart rental or tax
Not valid with any other discounts or CO4410115 or on holidays
COLLARED SHIRTS REQUIRED
Expires August 27. 2002

For Tee-Times and Information
CALL (73)/ 642-7271 or (866) 710-1653
Located off Highway 79, near Paris Landing State Park
www.tennesseangolfclub.com

Rated the 6th "Best Course in TN'
by Golf Digest May 2001 Issue

SAMUEL J. PRUDEN! II. M.D., HA

University of Louisville School of Medicine
University of Tennessee, Department of Surgery
University of Kentucky. Division of Otolaryngology

Office Hours: Sam - 5pm, Monday - Friday
Regional ENT Associates, PLLC
300 S. 8th Street, Suite 507E
Murray, KY 4207]
(270) 767-0060

JOINED THE STAFF ut

MUIAY-L4LLU,AY LLIuN

At Murray-Calloway County Hospital, we re taking

4iealthcare new places by constantly recruiting thefinest
physicians and healthcare professionals available.
11/411

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcare newplacrs.
WW1A'.Murrayhospital.org
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Classifieds
klurras Ledger & Times tair Housing 4I Nutite

ADJUSTMENTS

All real estate adscrtised herein ir subject ki the Federal f
ffinising A.i. *htch niales it i/kgal hi dderlIse any pteletrl,,
lintitation or dis‘riniination based on rase sokir religion.
h.indisap familial status or national origin or intention to
an!, ser.h prefercni.cs. limitantins or .11rrirtsrratern

Adverb.Sera are requested tO check the first
insertion 01 their acts for any error Murray
Ledger & Lines wilt oe responsible tOr only One
incorrect insertion Any error should be reporti
ed immediately so corrections can tie made

Stare laws lorhid dis...nniination in the sale lanai or ads enisi
fed ni
real cuide baseal44 tJciors in Adition
eral jw

AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Wednesday
Mon. 3 p.m.
Thursday
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Friday
Saturday
Wed 3 pm

She i.ill not knowingly at.cpt Jny Ahrrnoing lot real C‘LAIL
is in siolation ot the lass All persons are heteh intr mrel qr.
dwellings atisertised are as ailahle on an
opportunits basis
for lurthei avasiant.c with Fair Housing Adsenis,,
reuoirements
N' A Al 'Silo kenc P
0031 648-101).

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100

110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Paris
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190

195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500

510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.25 Column Inch,60c, Discount 2nd Run,
40q Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Her Lod
$2.60 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide
LINE AIDS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
6-26u extra for Shopper Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide , $2.50 extra for blind box ads

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Call Ad the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
010

060

010

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

REWARD $200.00 Lost
Miniature Rat terrier Black
puppy, 12 months old.
Martin Heights Subdivision. 759-1503 or 5596546.

INVITATION TO BID FOR GASOLINE & DIESEL
The Murray Board of Education will receive sealed bids for gasoline,
and diesel to operate the MUrray School buses. Murray Head Start
buses and all other vehicles owned by the Murray Board of Education
The bids will be received until 12:00 noon by July 29th, 2002 at which
'time the bids will be opentid publicly and read aloud. The bid will cover
the time period from August 1st, 2002 until July 31, 2003.

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

Specifications are on file in the Murray Board of Education Office at
208 S. 13th Street, Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may
obtain the necessary forms there.

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

The bid shall be in an opaque envelope with the name of the bidders
and gasoline and diesel bid written on the outside.The Board reserves
the right to reject any or all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.
The Murray Independent School District does not discriminate on th,
basis of race, color, national origin, age, religion, marital status, sex or
disability in employment programs, vocational programs or activities
set forth in compliance with the Office ofCivil Rights, Title VI, Tith'
VII, Title IX, and Section 504. Inquiries regarding Section 504, ADA,
Title VI, Title VII, or Title IX compliance may be directed to Judy
Muehleinan, Coordinator, Murray Board ofEducation,208 South 131h
Street. Murray, Kentucky 42071 (270) 753-4363.

cal-appg cPutaday

060
Help Wanted

Call 753-1916

100 WORKERS NEEDED

020

Assemble crafts, wood
items. Materials provided.
To $480+ wk. Free information pkg. 24 hr.

Notice

Check us
out on the
Web!

Quality Control
Jakel Inc., a leading supplier of AC subfracIlona' motors, has immediate openings in our
Murray facility for two new OC personnel.

Gage Calibration
Experience in small instrument calibration,
computer tracking software, and working with
outside calibration sources. This person must
have some knowledge of calibration tolerances, trace requirements, and ISO experience

Quality Administration Assistant
Strong SPC and ISO background. Able to
input data and interpret results, conduct
capacity studies. Gage R&R, make SPC
charts for production hand recording of data,
create new SPC files in software program,
compile first pass yields for specific customers. and aid in meeting' other customer
requirements Past auditing experience to the
ISO standards a plus.
Equal Opportunity Employer,
which offers a competitive salary.
401K, medical, and other benefit package

Betsy's Haliniark
Free appraisals on villages, accessories and
Snowbabies. Door prizes. specials & refreshments.
Y•all come!!!
(270) 527-1848 • 1800) 974-1848

Happy Birthday!

STEVE VIDMER

CARD OF THANKS
Card Of Thanks
Thefamily of Pearlie Mac
(Muskgrow) Coleman wishes to
thank everyonefor their concern,
during her illness & death.
Special thanks to herfriend Mrs. Lena
Jones. her Pastor and
Rodger Awakard Funeral Home.
She was. laid to rest in Louisville Cemetery.

Attorney at Lass
104 North Fourth Street
Murray,Kentucky
(270)753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Lass
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

4;) PEACHES
Bremer Orchard of Metropolis

THE IRON PLACE

020
Notice

IRON FURNITURE.
POTTERY & FLORAL

I '.,•crit from a size 16 to 10
n 4 weeks You can too
Call Tonya 753-9896 or
wwvv takettoffez.corn

OPEN EVERY
WEEKEND
THIS SUMMER
FR/ &SAT 10A M-5 P.M
SUM. 2-4 PM.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

'H,urS Subiect To Change

On Lakeway Circle
Paris, TN

Sandris Schc,o( of Dance 4 61/40Inas+Ics
Murray KY

732 Fairlane Dr

REGISTER NOW!
Monday, July 29• 11:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
07' e6!
Ages
3&
Up
4.41.

C_L_k$ E It
* Tap * Pointe * Jazz * Ballet

GYMNASTICS:
* Beam * Vault * Floor * Cheerleading

Now
Ottering
B•goinne,
'
,rescind-)
CINses
Our (
pm

For more info: 489-2308(home)
753-4647 Trina's Action Wear .0'7-1'

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please

No Phone Calls

LOCAL Insurance Agen
looking for an enthusiastic
outgoing person to be a
full-time customer service
representative. Licensed
preferred, but not required.
Must have experience with
Microsoft Office, word,
excel, etc. Health Insurance, supplemental benefits, and 401(k) included.
Salary will be based on experience and knowledge
Please send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 0, Murray.
KY 42071.

LBL Golden Pond Gift
Shop Clerk: 9 am to 5
pm, 3 to 4 days per week
some weekends and hot
days, warm, friendly,
personality
a
must
$6.10/hour Great for
retiree. Call 800-455-5897
Sorry, walk-in inquiries
cannot be accepted

OFFICE Position, general
duties, experience in payroll helpful. Please send
resume to 301 Olive Street
Murray. KY 42071.

MURRAY CPA firm has an
immediate opening for a
receptionist/bookkeeper.
Must possess excellent
communication skills and
have the ability and desire
to work with computers
and learn our accounting
programs. Send resumes
to P.O. Box 348. Murray,
KY 42071
NEED OTR Driver, Home
weekends and sometimes
week
nights
Average
$800 00 week Call 767-

0191 or 559-2428.
NURSE Practitioner wanted for busy, established
Dr's practice. Reply to.
PO. Box 1040 A Murray,
KY 42071

The Tennessean Golf Club is looking for
qualified individuals to work as
Golf Shop Assistant.
Applicant should have
•Professional background
• Merchandise experience
• Customer Service experience
• Basic computer skills
• Enjoy working with people

Join The Team!

Please apply in person at:

Email to ischreier@jakelinc.com or send your resume
and salary requirements to:
HR Manager, 400 Broadway, Highland, IL 62249
or fax to FAX 618-654-5320

Lawn & Landscape
Service
Maintenance Division
has full & PT openings.
For energetic,
team oriented people.

PML, Inc.
is seeking a
Production Supervisor for the
Midnight Shift
Successful candidates must possess
2-3 years experience in a manufacturing
environment
Good Leadership Ability
Good Oral/Written Communication Skills
High School Diploma
Computer Skills
Must be willing to work overtime
Please send resumes to:
HR Manager
P.O. Box 69
Paris, TN 38242
PML, Inc. is an EEOC Employer

THE

illtittrur.sszaiuv.
Golf Club

753-5726

DEVELOPMENT OFFICER, Department of Development,
Murray State University. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree
is required; one or more years of experience as a development officer or direct sales representative With' a proven
record of success preferred. University fundraising experience preferred. Responsibilities: Assignment to specific
academic units to build upon the results of a successful
capital campaign with special emphases on the enhancement and creation of endowments; the identification, cultivation and solicitation of major gift prospects; and being an
integral team member in the overall development operation. Application Deadline: August 23, 2002. To Apply: Send
letter of application, resume and names, addresses and
phone numbers of three references to: Development Officer
Search Committee, Murray State University, 106
Development & Alumni Affairs Center, Murray, KY 420713313. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and employment opportunity M/F/D. AA employer.

COOKS Needed Sonic

Tree ripened from

The Muskgrow Family

Living
INDEPENDENT
Speacialist. Full time position available with a notfor-profit social service
agency, which provides
programs and services for
people with disabilities in
the Purchase District area.
Social Service background
or related field with some
computer knowledge helpful. Some overnight travel
required. People with disabilities encouraged to apply. Send resume by July
30 to CAL, 1304-U Chestnut Street, Murray, KY
42071, ATTN Jeanne.
CAL is an EEOC employer.

the new Ocread ot excellence

408 E. 12th Street, Benton. KY

Sat. July 27from 10 until 2.

She's cute, young and NOT over-the-hill,
Go by Walter's and she'll give you a pill

Help Wanted

Inc
ASSISTANTS
needed.
Flexible hours, pay for performance,
Call 800-320-4991.
www.steadysalary.com

Greenbook & VillageChronicle authors and
secondary market valuatiOn experts Peter &
Jeanne George will be

Her legal days have just begun.
Today she's all of Twenty-One.

Help Wanted

c jaCe"

.801-428-4701

ATTENTION
D56 Collectors
Out with hubby to catch a fish.
Rather be shbpping if she had HER wish'

060

060
Help Wanted

VISA

Drive-in is taking applications for cooks. Must be
able to work day or night
and weekends. No phone
calls. Apply in person at
217 South 12th Street.

at the Blondie McClure Apartment
Complex Property North of Wal-Mart
Entrance On 641 North
Look For Our
YELLOW PEACH TRAILER

DISHWASHER
Apply in person
Dinner Bell
1344 U.S. HWY 68 East

Please drive carefully on west side of the neighbor produce market. Follow the Peach- arrow
signs to the Bremer selling site on the southern
edge of field (near 641)

EXPERIENCED Medical
Transcriptionist needed.
P.O. Box 1040 U Murray,
KY 42071.

Tentative Schedule:

B&C Building
Contractors inc. is looking
for a Residential/ Commer-

Mon., Wed., Fri. Weather Permitting
Arrival Approx. 9:30 a.m.
Selling Until 7 p.m. If Necessary
Variety
Glohaven
Ernies Choice
Sunglo Nectarine
Daleicious
Loring
Yakima Hale
Belle of Georgia
(White)
Summer Pearl
(White)
Cresthaven
Elberta Queen
Biscoe
Red Gold Nectarine
Finale
Sweet Sue
Encore

Aoprox. Ripening Time
uly 18 - July 27
uly 20 - July 30
July 25 - Aug. 5
uly 28 - Aug. 8
uly 28 - Aug. 8
A ug. 1 - Aug. 10
A ug. 4 - Aug. 15
Not Determined
Aug. 5 - Aug. 16
Aug. 5 - Aug. 16
Aug.6 - Aug. 17
Aug. 15 - Aug. 25
Aug. 15 - Aug. 25
Aug. 20 - Sept. 1
Aug. 25 - Sept. 5

Please keep this ad for future referencr ,
Nail Ad To Your Refrigerator Door.
For Additional Information Or Request.Telephone The Orchard At

1-618-524-5783
Dale Bremer Orchard of Metropolis

Benton.

FOREMAN/

cial Foreman to lead
crews. Must have a minuim 5 year crew foreman
and knowledge in reading
blue prints. Call 270-7530834 6am-4pm.
HARDEE'S
Accepting applications for
full-time & part-time cooks,
cashiers, biscuit-maker,
and maintenance. Also accepting applications for
shift manager Please apply
641 & Chestnut St

Pella Corporation
is taking applications for
professional positions for its
Murray Operations!
Apply NOW to be part of
the start-up team!
If you are interested in any of the positions listed below, log
on to www.Pella.com/careers to get more information and
submit your on-line resume. Current openings include:

• Senior Quality Engineer
• Mfg. Project Engineer
• HR Manager
• HR Representative
• Finance Manager
• Department Manager

Murray EOE
IMMEDIATE
position
open for light tech support and training by
phone on PowerClaim,
our property insurance
adjusting software. Send
resumes to Hawkins Research Inc. 1304 Chestnut Street Suite E Murray, KY 42071 or Vonya powerclaim.com.
(270) 753-7001.

FORTUNE®

r•
• We are not
I yet accepting
•

i

applications for
.
I production work.
I Your interest is
; appreciated, and we ;
I will provide full details I
I when we are ready to I
• begin staffing.
L.
.
.
.
.J

2002

100 BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR
Pella Corporation is an equal opportunity employer All qualified applicants are
encouraged to apply regardless of sex, age, race, creed, color, national origin,
religion, or disability.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
060
Help Wanted

Articles
For Sale

NOW hiring for various
teachers position including
, mmediate opening for
kitchen duties Can inquire
at 701 S 4th Sr or call
759-0109
OTR driver needed for
local company Rate of
pay based on experience
Lanes of operation open
Must meet all DOT
requirements and provide
steady work history Call
Kenny at t270) 489-2001
PART time housekeeper
needed for resort, weekends required, some
weekday hours available
Must have reliable car
(270) 436-2345.

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

Apartments For Rent

Storage Rentals

Pets & Supplies

2 Bedroom No pets 753- •FURNISHED 1br $265.
MURRAY Store and Lock AKC Siberian Husky pups
18,000 BTU window ai 9866
tbr not furnished $245
presently has units availa- (731) 232-6185
conditioner,
excellent
Lease,
no
pets.
deposit.
ble
753-2905 or 753- CKC Shih Tzus (615) 7462 BR $235/14,40
snape $27500 492-6188
7536
2 BR., $255/M0
5355
•2br in country, 15 miles
2001 Dixie Chopper, com753-6012
DOG Obedience
roan t o•000nt. oats
Neon Beach
mower
mercial
lawn
28S
Master Trainer
Mini-Storage
$6,900 Scag walk behind
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
496-2858
$1,500 437-4407
All Size Units
YELLOW Lab pups S100
NEW 2br apt. All applainAvailable
LOT for rent
7 day Disney vacation paid
767-0003
ces furnished. Near MSU
492-8488
sell
must
$800 00
Coleman RE 759-4118
753-3853
320
$300 00 open dated
410
NEW 3BR, 2BA, all applicruise included (502) 329Apartments For Rent
Public Sale
365
ances 753-7903 or
0231
For Sale Or Lease
'86 Mercury Lynx Station 1 Bedroom apt located 753-7813
FOR your
Wagon,Auto,4 Cyl Cruise near MSU appliances fur- NICE 2br duplex. Carport COMMERCIAL Property,
Real Estate and
good tires $400 00 Bunk nished central heat and and appliances. 1817 Restaurant, Ice Cream
Personal Contents
Beds with mattresses air Call 489-2181
Sales to Auction
Ridgewood. 753-7457.
Shop. Storage Unit, OffiCall 270-753-5086
$10000 753-6619
1 Bedroom furnished in
ces, Retail Shop and
RED OAKS APTS.
Wayne Wilson
Apartment located within
Special
FOR Sale Walk-in Freez- town. window A/C, availaor
ble
August
1rst,
$180.00
walking
Deposit
8'x10'x9
distance
to
Lake
New Copeland
$100
er
270-527-2931
Barkley on main highway.
1BR From $280
1 HP Compressor with month plus deposit, no
Roger Stubblefield
Call Mack at (270) 924$3,000 00 pets. 759-1519.
2BR From $325
evaporator
435-4147
Today!
1010.
Call
Call (270)
1 OR 2br apts near down430
753-8668.
GET America's Top 50 town Murray starting at
370
Real Estate
$200imo.
753-4109.
ommercial Prop.
channels, plus 8 channels
SMALL, 1 room apart1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
For
Sale
of HBO for $36 98 per
ment. No cooking facilities.
2 rental mobile home on
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
month Get it free. get it
Refrigerator furnished,
FOR Sale By Owner Re separate lots. 2br, 1 bath
902 Northwood Dr
now. Call for more inforwater paid. No pets. Near
sort for sale 9 cabins, 4 each city water, adjoining
Monday,
mation and schedule your
C m s. 753-5980.
R V spots, 30 wet slips, lots. 3 miles from Murray
Wednesday,
Friday.
installation 759-0901
Phone 759-4984.
some covered. 24x40 Rents for over $600 per
LIFT Chair Wall Hugger
Equal Housing
shop and approx. 3 acres month Excellent investunit, new $725 00, Sell for
Opportunity
Call for more detail (270) ment Must sell $31,500
2 Bedroom with good lake 436-5811
for all 753-7668 days 753$500 00 like new, tour
TDD #1-800-648-6056
view,
chain
link
fenced
4919
nights
months old 753-5456
1-2, 3br apts furnished.
backyard, access to boat
MOVIE and Game sale near MSU 753-1252 or
410
410
Over 2000 VHS starting at 753-0606
Public Sale
Public Sale
$5.00. Over 100 PSX and 1BR Apartments $195 to
Furnished
or
unfur$225.
as
Games
for
sale
PS2
low as $6.95. Tanning nished. No pets. No lease 2 Story house for rent. 3
bedroom, 2 bath $600.00.
special 1 month unlimited required. 753-3949.
$30.00.Video Gold.
1BR apt available; all ap- 2 bedroom apartment for
SAT., AUG. 10TH • 10 A.M.
pliances furnished. Mur- rent 1 BR, 1 BA and appliSTRAW for sale $2 Bale
87 ACRES ± IN TRACTS
ances
$350.00.
753-4444
489-2436 if no answer Cal Realty.
1 Bedroom apartment fur4.98 ACRE ± LOT
1BR
Apt.
$225.
leave message
altlile.0 East of Parts on Hssv 79 to Bull Durham Rd,. then I/2)
not
Of
nished
Small pets okay.
160
, Mile to Antioch Rd. Follow Signs 2 Miles to Properts
$300.00:$250.00.
Coleman RE
Conveniently Located in the Heart of the Kentucky Lake
Home Furnishings
call
for
Bedroom
house
2
759-4118
Resort Area. - Great Lake Views
appt. $300.00 NO PETS.
Electricity - City Water - Gas - Cable.
Bedroom, 2 Bath, 2
NICE Washer & Drye 2
Call
for
particulars
Exceptional Timber. MOstly Red Oak limber will be Offered
blocks from MSU, W/D
1506 London Drive. 753
(270)210-3955 or 759Separate. 18" at Stump w/24 Month Contract with and without
referenhook-up,
no
pets,
6194 or 559-2097
0808.
Land. Land will be Offered in Tracts and tn its Entirety A Great
ces required. $395.00 per
Opportunity for Timber Buyers - Investors - Developers
190
month + deposit. Daytime 3 Bedroom house,applianFarm Equipment
Sale to Be Held on 4.98 Acre Tract
753-3949. After 6:00 p.m. ces furnished, no pets, ref-ALSO759-3050.
erence required, deposit
1973 Chevy Grain truck
4.90 Acre * Lot at Sholner Hill Estates. on Pinnies.. Rd
489-2181.
required.
Call
Lot #22 with Frontage on Davis; Rd. and PIlleVICW Rd
with hoist. 7 Scaffold wag- 2BR Apartment
IN Country, only minutes
Electricity - City Water- Gas - Cable. Ideal Building Location in
ons, all for $4,000. Call nco•"'
Nice Neighborhood. Only Minutes from Kentucky Lake
from town. 3br, 2 bath, w/
(270) 435-4588 between
REgTED
garage, central air/ proALL ABSOLUTE• NO RESERVE - NO MINIMUM
9:0/AM and 2:00PM.
From 87 Acre Tract 1/2 Mile North to Port Rd., then East 1 \
220
2BR duplex in town. Quite pane heat. Available now.
required.
Mile to Lakehiil Beach Rd.. Follow Signs 1 Mile to Property)
neighborhood, close to References
For Plats and More Ifformation, Call Heritage
University. Pets only with $525. per month plus deposit.No
pets.
753-6105
1-800-890-1372.
$375.
per
deposit.
PIANO for sale, beautifu extra
www.heritageauction.net
after 6 or leave message.
month.
753-8854
console, like new condi
360
Announcements Made xi Sale Take Precedence over all 011o •
2BR„ Duplex C/H/A
lion, 0 down,as.sume low
Advertisements. Information in this Ad was from Sources Bel
Storage Rentals
payments, see locally 1Coleman RE 759-4118.
to be Correct but is not Guaranteed.
800-437-9757
3BR NEAR MSU
e-mail: HeritageAuctiQnkecenturytelmet
CREEKVIEW STORAGE270
'PROFESSIONALLY STAFF/D& EQUIPPED ID.SERVICE Au.IOU AUCTION
Coleman RE 759-4118.
$20-$40. On Center Drive.
Mobile Homes For Sale
4br, Diuguid Drive. ColeJell Wilkes- President
Behind Tom's Grille
man RE 759-4118.
Tony Cleary.
759-4081. 1988 Clayfon' 14k70, 3
Auctioneer Lie. 42837
APARTMENTS for rent.
NAA
731-925-3534
bedroom, 2 bath. Stove,
AUC770N
437-4113
731-926-2182 Wax)
new refrigerator. Delivered
,Fl. 44556
DUPLEX 3 BR, $600/mo.
1-800-890-1372
and Set-up with central air
Public Sale
lease. C/H/A, basic appli615 Pickwick Rd • tia,annah:TN 38372
condition. $500.00 Down
ances, dishwasher. 1600
$170.00
per
Approx
Oak hill Drive
month. WAC. Keith Baker
1 BR apartment near
Homes, Paris. (731) 644MSU, 213 S. 16th St. Apt
0012 or 1-800-533-3568.
#5, $250/mo:' Call 7531992 Fleetwood. 3br, 1 6194 or g59-2097.
bath. Call after 5:00 pm. *EXTRA nice 1br in Uni767-0813.
versity Heights. All ap2001 Fleetwood 28x52 3 plainces. Lease, no pets,
1903 Greenbrier • Murray,. KY
Bedroom, 2 Bath, stove, deposit $325./mo.
Mr. Robert Roy Madson has moved and will offer his real estate holdrefrig w/lce Maker, Dish- Large very nice 3 or 4br
ings along with a large collection of household and antique items.
washer, Delivered and set- duplex. Fallbrook AN apup with central NC, skirt- plainces. Lease, no pets,
ing installed. $33,950. deposit $740./mo.
753-4937 Day
Keith Baker Homes, Paris
759-8926 Nights
(731)644-0012 or 1-800533-3568.
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
2002 Fleetwood 16x76, 3 townhouse appliances furBedroom, 2 Bath, stove,
refng. plush carpet, nice
floor plan, delivered and
set-up, Central NC, skirt
ing installed. $22,900. EXTRA roomy 2Br., 2
Keith Baker Homes, Paris bath, w/ garage, applian(731) 644-0012 or 1-800- ces furnished. lyr. lease &
1 month deposit. No Pets
533-3568
753-2905

RENTED

ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
& Wed.
10 a.m.-2 p.m
Thu rs.
10 a.m.-12 p.m
& 2-4 p.m.
Light industrial
Apply in person at
People Lease
1406 E. N., 12th
St.. Murray
The Village Office
Complex

RENTEDi

THE Bull Pen Steaks and
Spirits is now hiring experienced managers, servers, busers, dishwashers.
Apply in person 2-4 pm,
mon-sat 110 S. 5th St.
090
Domestic & Childcare
CHILD CARE Available in
my home; Mon-Fri. Almo
area. Drop ins O.K. North
School District
753-0730.
NANA'S Place Daycare
taking registration for
openings. 6:00 a.m.-3:30
p.m. 3:30p.m.-1:00a.m. 66 Sat. Drop-Ins welcome
Ph. 759-2524 804 Coldwater Rd.
WILL clean houses
need college money
753-6424
100
Business
Opportunity
• WANTED partner for res
taurant in high traffic tou
rist area located on 6880
near LBL, small investment required. Call Dave
at 270 B71-7122.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

(

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

A

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th. Murray.
WANTED used paperbacks in good condition.
753-0844 or 436-2472.
150
Adidas
For Sale
ANTIQUES, Stoneware
and Electronics. 759-2075

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE &
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Saturday, July 27,2002 • 10 a.m.

Real Estate Sells At Noon

410

410

410
Public Sale

I

Real Estate

Farms For Sala

COMMERCIAL lot for sale 60 Acres in two tracts one
720 S 4th 132 5 wide by 55 Acre tract with Tobacco
500 deep Call 753-7400 Barn Stockbarn and TWO
Day 753-3619 Night
Stocked Ponds One 5
Acre Tract with 14x50 2
HALEY Professional
Bedroom Mobile home
Appraising
and one Tobacco Barn
270-759-4218
Call (2701435-4588
"For What Its Worth"
between 9 00AM and
2 OOPM
Farms For Sale
"HORSE Farm for sale."
Beautiful horse, barn and
135 Acre farm, South stables. 3 Ponds. approx
west Calloway Co. Mitch 19 acres 2 112 miles from
ell Story Road. 90 Acres city limit. Call for appt
Leave
turtile farm land. 45 (270)658-3086
acres, woodlands. 2 to- message
bacco barns, farming
The Place to Start
homesite/hunting, nice
Murray Ledger & Times
setting. Inquire at 4366086
(270)753-1916

Public Sale

Public Sale.,

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., July 27, 2002•10:00 a.m.
At the home of Mr. Hewlett Cooper. Take South 16th onto Hwy. 1556. Follow
to Gibbs Store Road. Turn onto Gibbs Store Rd. Follow to auction. Signs
posted.
Fainting couch - 4 ladder back chairs - slipper rocker - desk - baby cradle &
babies - metal crib - small round table - piano & bench - curio cabinet - blonde
bedroom suite w/bookcase - spool bed - old dresser w/marble insert - large post
bedroom suit - nice brass cap iron bed - cedar chest - wood table - 2 matching
gold chairs - old fancy rocker - portable t.v. - VCR remote - mother of pearl clock
- Benil edge wall mirror - 4 drawer file cabinet - small wood pew - stereo external speakers - old floor lamps - table lamps - microwave & stand - nice upright
freezer - frost free ref. - nice washer & dryer - other G.E. stuff - Black laundry
stove - foot locker - stain lead glass - nice Duncan Phyfe couch - 2 small tables
- what not items - shaker collection - baskets - hand painted lamps - pictures large lot of linens - sewing machine table - marble lamp - old glass & china Corelle ware - hand painted stem glasses - Blue Ridge dishes - Fire King pieces
- stone buttermilk pitcher - opalence bridal basket - Fostoria glasses - small
kitchen appliances - pots & pans - Christmas decorations - books - World books
- horse bookends - costume jewelry - luggage - electric heaters - place mats &
table cloths - Homer Laughlin E48- I6 dishes - Murray milk bottle - Red cooler
- small wrought iron table w/glass top - day cot - wagon wheel picnic table &
seats - Yamaha bike - flower pots - yard furniture - Craftsman miter saw 'cut off
saw - work bench - air compressor - small table saw - 6 torches - Craftsman jig
saw - wood lathe - Craftsman band saw - Craftsman belt sander & disc - 10"
Craftsman table saw - circle saw - Craftsman planer molder large & small - router
& table - drill bits & motors - carpenter tool box - free standing drill press - wet
dry vac - power carpenter tools - wheel barrow - push mower - yard roller - step
ladder - weedeater - small cook stove - furniture lamps - large assortment of
power carpenter tools - I5x18 ft. modern log cabin w/porch and mucl'll more.
Auction held rain or shine, Not responsible for ac.:idents Lunch ailahle
For more info & your auction needs Phone 435-4144

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W.Thomason - Apprentice kuctioncer
!eon. 2N1 I trio 233
Licensed i Minded in K1
"ity Service /Mew •1 Cosi, If i'up ••

Selling two tracts individually or in combination:
Tract 1 - House and lot at 1903 Greenbrier. Comfortable 2
bedroom home w/attached garage.
Tract 2 - 3.78 acres at the end of King Richard Drive. Ideal
location - private with lots of room to roam.
Antiques & Household: Walnut marble top dresser• prints
and frames • love seat • Boys Life magazines • quilting rack
• school masters desk • granite ware • Roseville pottery •
wooden butter molds • large complete spinning wheel •
childs china • wooden stools • stone chicken waterer • beautiful Walnut high back bed • Italian marble top wash stand •
carnival glass • manual typewriter • old guitar • toys and
games • Farmall cub in box • Christmas items • WWII TM's
Harley riders and many others • marble top wash stand •
Daisy BB gun • Vogue dolls & dresses • western Montana
spurs • well known & local artist prints signed & numbered
• Imperial china • Singer treadle sewing machine • old collectible moving barrels •.22 long rifle • advertising smalls •
stoneware • hickory baskets • offset planes • erector set
w/motors • wooden cigar boxes • school desk w/bench seat •
sled • bedroom suite • solid cherry drop leaf dining table • 2
dining tables and chairs • washer • dryer • refrigerator •
freezer • tied rugs • metal file cabinets
Tools; 1938 South Bend metal turning lathe and tools (9"x3')
• band saw • drill press • nail keg • lawn mower chain saw
• skill saw • pipe vises • C clamps • wrenches • pipe cutter
• cross cut saw • wooden block & tackle • metal ammo boxes
• brace & bit • Work Mate table • Craftsman drill press • air
brush supplies • drafting tools • nuts, bolts, screws.
Thrms on Real Estate: All properties 15% Down Day of
Auction, Balance Within 30 Days of Auction Upon Delivery of
Deed
Terms on Personal Property:Cash Day ofAuction.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris • CAI Auctioneer
Max It. Dodd - Broker
Brian Stedelin - App. Auctioneer
TFN: 2121
"The Sound of Selling" T'LN: 2134
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
website: farrisauction.com
e-mail: wdan@1dd.net
respneettble
konooroonnentq ito of ole fink, °menden, nyrr nil printed matenn,
hi' RN allablP fi,r 11,14

Acreage
2 Lots. 100'x200 each
located on Scarlet Drive,
Sherwood Forest (270)
753-4882
FOR Sale 39 acres with
or without mobile home
4 WIN Fer
10 Acres with 2000 28x80
Fleetwood, C/H/A, well,
septic, block foundation,
many extras. Kirksey 4892945.
2 Bedroom Brick house
w/carport, 1,565 sq. ft.
C/H/A. $69,900. 759-4188.
HOUSE for sale
1888 Highland Road.
Call 474-2708

410
Public Sala

Public Sale

Public Sale

PUBLIC

Al'J
•

PLANT CLOSING

MATTEL, INC.
307 Poor Farm Road E in Murray, Kentucky

THURSDAY, AUGUST 1st at 9 AM
Approximately (500) Assorted Computers, Printers, Fax Machines,
Color TV's, Overhead Projectors and other items. Air Compressors to
200 HP Litt Trucks From 3-10,000# Capacity,Tool Cabinets on Wheels,
100's of Hand Tools, Yard Maintenance Items, Circulating Fans,
Complete Tool Room w/Mills, Lathes, Grinders, Drills, Saws and
Accessories; Modular Offices, Inspection Equipment, Hot Stampers, 3Wheel Bikes,(2) Ford Pickup Trucks, 1992 Dodge Caravan, lxion CNC
Deep Hole Drill, Numerous Cranes incl. Bridge Cranes Up To 25 Ton x
50', Monorails and Jib Cranes, (125) Sections of Wire Grate Pallet
Rack Up To 20' High, Pines Tube Benders, Shuster Wire Straighteners,
Stamping Presses, $3,000,000 Automatic CNC Conveyor System New
in 1999, 16 Miles of Aluminum Pipe,(15) Plastic Injection Molders Up
To 2000 Ton x 400 Oz, (3) Blow Molders, Lots of Plastic Support
Equipment, OVER 1000 ITEMS.
TERMS: Cash or company check with bank letter of guarantee.
Inspection the day before from gArvi to 4 PM. Call either auctioneer for
free color brochure. 10% Buyer's Premium in effect.

MYRON BOWLING
AUCTIONEERS
P0. Box 369 • Ross, Ohio 45061
15131 738-3311 • Fax: 15131 738-0221
Internet. www.ronbowhng.com
my
• KY Auctioneer Lac IRP7079

CINCINNATI INDUSTRIAL AUCTIONEERS. INC.
2020 Dunlap street•Cincinnati, Ohio 45214
(5131 241-9701 •Fax: 1513) 241-6760
Internet: www.cia-auction.com • KY Auctioneer Lic. IMP7006
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THURSDAY, JULY 25, 2002

A

ABSOLUTE
Antiques• Household • Tools • Guns• Knives• Lawn/Shop
814 Almo Road •.Almo, KY
Just east of Crawford's BBQ in downtown Alm,.KY •

Thursday, August 1, 2002•5 p.m.
(please' nate date and time.)
Selling from the estate of the late James D. Wilson. Mrs. WiGon has sold
her residence and willrrielocate'out of state.--Coine'prepaMd to find many
more items than listed. Mr. Wilson was a master craftsman and every tool
to be sold is in excellent condition. An unusual collection of- QUALITY
- QUALITY - QUALITY - like new tools and and equipment.
Aptiques & Collectibles: Covered serving bowl by West End Pottery • tea
trivets • glass sugar bowl • glass spooner • glass kerosene lamps • black
iron skillets •jadeite Mixing howl•jadetie creamer•glass jello mold •floral sugar shaker • Czech flower vase • Czech small teapot • glass sugar &
creamer • Czech coffee cups (fruit design) • pink depression glasses •
lemon squeezers (some old, some new)• granitewear wash pan • granite
sieve •copper wash tub • wicker fern stand • Oak armoire.
Household Items:4 place setting of dark blue Fiesta ware w/gravy boat. 2
vegetable bowls. 2 platters, teapot. salt & pepper and sugar & creamer •4
place setting of white dishes• glass serving bowl w/6 small bowls•snowman cookie jar • Sears & Roebuck scale • large tea kettle • pressure cooker•dishpan • large soup pot w/lid •turkey roaster• Dirt Devil hand sweeper • electric coffee pot • large Rival crockpot • ashtrays • cat teapots •
Kenmore humidifier • old floor lamp • Galaxy fan • baskets • Max swifter
• Aiwa CD player & radio • jelly jars • Chinese garden elephants • bird
cages• wicker tier table • glass hen on nest•copper coffee pot, creamer &
sugar• glass butter dish • II pc. set of glass bowls•glass candy dish•glass
water pitcher• margarita glasses•cookbooks•red enamel sieve•Oil paintings • wooden bread box.• Christmas decorations• prints • GPX CD player & radio • wicker 4 story bird cage.
furniture: Teak bedroom set (canopy bed, triple dresser, tall dresser. 2
night stands & blanket closet)• solid Oak dining room set (6' table w/2
leaves, 4 windsor chairs, very large 2-pc hutch w/glass doors)• 2 white
wicker fan chairs • 36- round wicker table w/wrought iron legs • sofa • 2
wooden rockers w/cushions.
Toots: Campbell & Hausfield air compressor • Craftsman 6- bench grinder
• Craftsman 1/2 HP 10- drill press • Craftsman 1/3 HP 9- band saw • Stihl
chain saw • Craftsman socket set•Craftsman 10' table saw w/extra blades
• Craftsman leaf blower • hydraulic floor jack • lamps • steel 30 drawer
cabinet (filled w/bolts, screws, nails, drill bits. etc.) • Craftsman 16 gal.
wet/dry vac w/attachments • 4' level • metal rulers • square • coping saws
• propane torch kit • soldering iron • Craftsman scroll saw • Craftsman 3/8"
drill • Craftsman 1/2- drill • Craftsman sander, hand sander & belt sander
• Craftsman I HP sander • Craftsman 14.4 volt drill & screwdriver w/battery charger • Craftsman 3/8" electric drill • Black & Decker 7 1/4 circular
saw • vise • Craftsman 1 1/2 HP router w/attachments & table • box drill
bits • Craftsman reciprocating saw • grinder w/wheel • grinder w/wire
brush • bolt cutter • brace • hand saws• airless paint sprayer kit • tool belt
• 2 sets of saw horses • Craftsman Vibe • small organizer full of bolts, bits.
washers. etc. • wooden storage shelves & bookcases • all kinds of screw
drivers, hammers, malls. measures and many other assorted hand tools •
floor fans wooden storage box.
Yard Tools: Rvobi 17" weed eater • mower blades • grill w/extra propane
tank • kerosene heater w/plastic containers • tree trimmer • several shovels
• sledge hammer • Craftsman lawn mower 42- automatic trans. •
Craftsman 12 1/2 HP mower • Craftsman 5 HP roto tiller • DR trimmer •
post hole digger • shovels, spades & forks•car ramps• wooden tool box •
metal brackets • 2 gal. sprayer • two wheel utility trailer • Craftsman 2
wheel mower trailer • hose & reel •cement mixer• heavy duty wheel barrow •Craftsman leaf blower • extension ladder.
Guns & Ilnivesi Winchester 1890 .22 short • J. Stevens Arms Co.,
Marksman .22 long rifle, single shot • Marlin Mon. 39A. .22 long rifle •
Strum Ruger single single six revolver .22 L.R. • Alamo ranger Spanish
Mfg. .38 S&W revolver • French 1873 ordnance revolver • Belgium
revolver • Belgium proofed guild rifle, breechloading • Daisy BB gun •
pellet gun • Italian .50 caliber black powder rifle • assorted knives.
Term on Personal Proper's. Cash Day of Sale

Farris Auction & Action Realt
W. 1)an Farris • CAI Auctioneer
Max R. ISodd - Broker • Brian Stedelin - App. Auctioneer

"The Sound ofSelling"
TFN: 2121 • TLN: 2134
P.O. Box 149• Hazel, KY •(270)492-87%
e-mail: wdan@Idd.net • website: farrisauction.com
a resporothle for accidents Announcements di', of sale take precedence over all
.
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Homes Far Sake

Homes For Sale

Services Offered
CONCRETE Finishing,
sidewalks driveways, patios general maintenance
Free Estimates 435-4619

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
Our Otter to IOU is Great Rte iv ith Niaurnum
•Cornpetito.e fixed and admstable interest rates
•Multiple no money down programs
•No income/no asset verification
programs priced at conventional rates

ed $57,500 For appointment call 731-587-6860 or
731-588-3538.
OLDER house located in
Hardin beside Church of
Christ 3 Bedrooms, 1
Bath. Central Heat and Air.
Replacement . tilt in windows $48.000. 753-4945
or 437-4985
PARK like setting on 4 1/2
acres surrounds this custom 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath
brick home located 1/2
mile south of New Providence on 893. Large kitchen with tile floor. 27x24
den Metal shop and stable 1800's log cabin
$179.000. 492-8385.
REDUCED 3BR. 2BA,
brick, C/H/A. 1709 Calloway. 753-6397.
470
Motorcycles & ATV s
1993 Warrior
(2701519-8323

S1.900

•1996 Yamaha Timber
wolf New rear tires, new
rear in S1.300..1999 Honda 300 EX $2.200 Both in
good shape. Call 7534984.

[

1311
Sport Utility Vehicles

1986 Eddie Bauer Ford
Bronco II, V-6. on the fly
4WD, needs some motor
work. Trans. and 4W0 unit
in excellent condition
$500.00 Firm 489-6155.
••••••

SOLD
1996 Jeep 4x4 Cherokee
Country, one owner. 6 cylinder. AM1FM Cassette.
- asking S9,000. Call after
6-00 p m 753-1591
2001 White Ford Escape
4x4, tan, leather, loaded
sunroof.cd/cassette.
30.000 miles. $22.500
(731) 232-6021.
83 Chev full-size blazer.
4x4. new motor & transmission.
Runs
great.
Looks good 54.000. 436- ,
2173.
93 Full size Blazer
Excellent Condition
Must see 489-2209
490
Used Cars
1990
Acura
Legend
172 xxx miles loaded
$2,500 OBO 753-8953
1992 Dodge Daytona ES
$250.00 489-2979.
1992 Honda Prelude. Excellent
car.
$6,000.
(270)674-5971
1998 Chevy Monte Carlo.
power. CD player, 68,xxx
miles (2701_527-0737
1998 Dodge Stratus ES,
Loaded. 165,000 miles
$2,500 436-5211
2000 Daewoo Lanos 5
speed. air and CD. 33.xxx
miles, new tires Good
sharp. Only $4,900 270442-5576.

AM/FM,
tool
box
$4,000.00 FIRM, Call 7591737
1997 GMC Sierra 4x4 Ext
Cab, new transmission.
excellent condition, asking
$12,000. 759-1519.
CHEVY S-10 ext cab 4x4
$1.500 Call 759-9305
530
Services Offered
A affordable hauling. junk
clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning. 436-5141.
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING iunk clean up, cleaning out sheds gutters tree
work 436-2867
Asphalt Sealcoating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
•Driveways
•Parking lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
•Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
'Wrinkle Repair
•Quick Drying
753-5827.
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
*Asphalt paving
*Seal coating
•Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537
MR. LAWN CARE
759-2514
*Mowing *Landscaping
'Gutter-Cleaning
PAINTING
'
PAY LESS
Call Dan 753-9618

Tom )1TAINCE
IIE2=11 CONTRACTING
767-9036

994-0388

custom homes, additions
remodeling • custom wood work
ceramic tile • skylights
custom bathrooms • pressure washing
painting interior and exterior
.‘lany Quality References Available

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at S12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages

270-437-4838

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or
270 559-4986
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts etc
Free pickup. delivery 4362867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling. Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair. Termite
& Water Damage. Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding. Painting. Decks
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353

76' Olds Cutlass with BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
87.000 miles, good shape
Septic system, gravel.
$70000
white rock
79' Ford Ext Cab, runs
436-2113
good $1 ,000 00 wfwheels
753-3844 or 836-7657.
CARPORTS Starting at
85 Park Avenue Buick. lots $675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
of extras 759-4412

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates
753-5484.
_
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing. Vinyl
Siding. Addition. and Remodeling Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience Gerald Walters. 7532592
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
*Shrub *Trimming
•Bed mulching
437-4407
210-6268
560
Free Column
FREE Chow/ Husky pup
pies Also free 2 year old
red male Chow. 4 year old
black male Chow. and 1
1/2 year old female Chow/
Husky mixed Call 4362717
FREE Kittens
Call 753-5791

ELI

s:10
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

Your Home bnprewernenf Headquarters

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll. Owner
AKE IHINu." EASIER ON YOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN ANDO\
Phone 270-492-6159
i1FLt.R FRIENDL) LOAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST
Cell 836-5681
FINE Art Portraits, very
reasonable, check out
Joni , • Alt qUei111 gal Wt1
\F'u k,rt •
www lilestudio com 759
753-741)7 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite It
0330
FIX It Up
2002 Fleetwood 28x64
Home Improvements
Doublewide 4BR, 2BA
Used Cars
Repairs & Maintenance
Brick foundation with front
(2701 752-0776
porch and deck on 1 acre 89 Honda Accord PS. PB,
lot Will take payoff or as- AC, Auto, very good condiFUTRELL S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
sume loan 753-3422 or tion. $2.150 753-3191
grinding, firewood Insur662-834-9698
91 Chrysler Lebaron, 2 dr ed 489-2839
V-6. PS. P.B., Tilt, AM
HANDYMAN
3 Bedroom 3 1/2 Bath
FM CD player, New tires.
Painting concrete, masonHouse. shop, Tobacco
51,20000 Call 437-4910
ry, carpentry. No lob too
barn. Log cabin on 14
a 759-1892
small (731)247-3015
acres. 3 miles from murray
'95 Mazda 626, white,
121 South 759-0399
HAULING
93,xxx, air, spoiler, good
Cleaning out garages
3BR. 3 bath, brick home. condition. Call after 6 p m.
sheds, carport atics
hardwood floors, finished 759-9069
and storage
basement garage, storage .98 Mazda B 2500, gray,
753-2555
building. 1103 Sycamore. auto, A/C. AM/FM casLuke Lamb
585.000 Call 498-8943 in- sette, 101 K miles. light
side Murray area or 731- driver dr dmg $4,500
HYDRO CLEAN
498-8943 outside Murray .99 Plymouth Breeze, silPressure Washing
area.
Exterior Cleaning
ver, auto. PW, PL A/C,
Vinyl. Brick, Decks,
cruise, tilt. Am/FM cas4 Bedroom. 2 Bath on 3
sette. excellent condition, Driveways, roots & More
w'barn,
acres
above
71 K miles $7.500 Call
Free Estimates
ground pool, 2 car garage,
Stephen Alexander
(270)753-3250, if no anbetween Benton and Har270-527-8577.
swer leave message
din Available Sept 1rst
GREEN
93
Ford
WILLIAMS
JOHNNY
(270) 328-8062
Taurus/Wagonlooks
&
PAINTING
BY OWNER: 3BR, 2BA Runs good, Great family
*For all residential and
House. C/HIA. Pool, 24x24 car. driving for work car.
small commercial
Barn, fenced for livestock, $2,500 OBO Call (270)
painting needs
1786 sq. ft. $81.500. Call 489-2655 or (270) 395*36 years experience
for App 492-8103
5588
'Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
BY Owner- Brick home lolawn/patio furniture
Used Trucks
cated at 305 Woodlawn
doors / shutters
Louver
2br, 1 bath, living room,
•No lob too small
kitchen. utility, carport, pa- 1994 Mazda B3000 Black
*Free estimates
tio, central heat & air with pickup extended cab, must
Please call 753-8858
gas heat, newly redecorat- sell. 80K, air. cassette,

Global Mortgage Link

530
Services Offered

Services Offered

David's Cleaning
Services
"We

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

Specialize in Cleaning"

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

'Brick 'All External Cleaning

in stock.

*Acid Cleaning Available

#1 & #2 available in most colors

•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

_._._._._._._._._._._._._._
"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
Free Evonates - 10 Years Experien

489-6155 or Cell 339-7 16

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

tan* Brother
Moving Co.

A Bigger Selection-A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

i

ark Lamb's
Tree Service

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

.•

-111

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Phone (270) 759-4734

DaNid Borders

REPAIR
SMITHrulizing
ROOF
in Roof Repairs

Roofing Metal

(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Free -Estimate.,

Tree & .S.tiorip Rem
Tree Trimming
Hedge Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full 1.ine of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED
Owner: Mark Lamb

24 Hr Service

Cash, Visa. MasterCard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb

U1111111111111E1S IIIC.

(UM 759-3624.M091548-5262

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

MOW

GARAGE
YARD SALE
641 N. to 1824, go
2 miles turn left
on Whitlow
Thurs.. Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. til Dark
Beanie Babies
(cheap), men's.
women's. boy's &
girl's clothes, nick
nacks, etc.

CARPORT
SALE
517 S. 13th St.
Fri., July 26
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
General line of
miscellaneous
items.

No.

BOATING

BUILDINGS

P.M

GARAGE SALE
221 Rayburn Rd.

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE

YARD SALE
4 FAMILY

take 94 W to Lynn
Grove. turn left on
Rayburn Rd.. 5th
house on right

1507
London Dr.

Arby's

Sat., July 27

Fri., 26th &
Sat., 27th

Fri., July 26th &
Sat.. July 27th

8 a.m.-12 Noon

7 a.m-3 p.m.

Adult & children's
lothes, household
items.

Large 5 Family Sale

YARD SALE
209 Maple behind JH
Churchill
Thurs.-Sat.
7 a.m.-?
30' color tv. furniture,
w/mirrOr, lots of
Oriental & animal print
home decor.

6 a.m.-?
Lots of stuff to
much to mention.

•SEMINAR
ON
LOG
HOMES •"July 27th"•
BIG SAVINGS ONE DAY *AWESOME HOT FUN
COOL JOB! Travel USA.
ONLY CALL 1-800-467Fun coed Business group.
3006
18-23.
ages
Fun,
'STEEL
Adventurous Job_ Travel
BUILDINGSE"Rock
expenses & training paid_
Bottom Prices!" Go Direct Start TODAY! 1-800-487and Save 20x24
9846.
52.200.00. 25x30
*CONSTRUCTION
$3,200.00. 30x40
Equipment
and
Site
$4,500.00. 32x44
Elevation Training 'No
55.800.00. 35x50
Experience Needed '4
56,200.00 Many others.
Week Training Available
1-800-668-5422
'Free Training if Qualified
PioneerEsince 1980.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-877BUSINESS
270-2902.
OPPORTUNITIES
*IDEAL GIFTS-DIVISION
•FREE LUXURY VACA- OF FRIENDLY has openTION
IN
ORLANDO, ings for party plan advisors
FLORIDA with the pur- and managers. Decor,
chase of a telecombo gifts, toys, Christmas. Earn
phone card. Looking for cash, trips. recognition. 1distributors. Call 1-800- 800-488-4875 wwwfriend804-6801
Iyhome.com
COMPUTERS
'SALES REPRESENTA•ATTENTION 1 KENTUCKY TIVES we're so confident
HAS A NEW WEB SITE! in our leads we pay you to
The Free For All Trader' run them, even if you don't
Buy. Sell or Trade Your sell. Are you a self-motivatItems, Online for Free' ed, positive person? Are
you presently earning
www ffatrader.com
$1000/51500 per week
FOR SALE
Guaranteed income during
'
BUY FACTORY DIRECT training period $2000 sign.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS on bonus We offerEa solid
Payments From $25/Mo. training program-with a
Free color catalog Call guaranteed 2-3 pre-set
today
1-800-842-1310. qualified confirmed leads
www np etstan corn
daily: management opportunities; unlimited income
HELP WANTED
potential. Toll Free 1-877.
2002-2003
SCHOOL
828-3732
YEAR-Shelby
County
MEDICAL
Public Schools VACANCIES-Special Education *MEDICARE PATIENTS
Teachers (MMD and FMD) USING
INHALERS
5 Elementary Counselor Albuterol-Atrovent•
Please call (502) 633-2375 Combivent-Sereventfor application
Shelby Azmacort-Flovent
and
County Public Schools. Others. Having Difficulty?
Shelbyville,
Kentucky Breathe
Again
Easy
AA/EOE
Medicare covered liquid
*MAJOR BENEFIT COM- therapy may be available
PANY seeks Licensed „Life in you qualify MED-A& Health agents to market SAVE 1-800-224-1919 ext
employee benefits pro- K Y3002
grams. 1st year potential40k-60k Cali
0802 ext. 230

818 S. 9th St.
Fri. 7/26 &
Sat. 7/27
7 a.m.-3 p.m.

(Corner of 16th &

Furniture, clothing
ladies plus size
clothing, shoes
odd and ends

Shoes, purses.
pictures, tapes,
men. women's
-othes, desk chair,
pillows, etc for
everyone.

Clothes (baby &
adult sizes), lots of
toys, ballcaps,
adult shoes &
belts, and other
misc. items.

Antique bedroom
suite, antiques.
glassware, kitchen
items, & miscellaneous sewing
items.

Statewide
Classifieds

PET/PET SUPPLIES

REAL ESTATE/REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE

'DRIVERS-Experienced &
Inexperienced
CDL
Training
with
Meals,
Lodging, Transportation
Provided.
Tuition
Reimbursement.
OTR,
Regional,
Dedicated
Freight. Lease PurchaseNo Credit, No Problem.
Trainer Opportunities. 1800-231 -5209.

*NO EXPERIENCE NEED'LAKE BARGAIN $29.900 ED-Driver
Trainees
Free covered boat slip! Needed
For
Top
Gently sloping lake view Companies. •Earn
up to
parcel winice mix of low $42,000
1st Year CDL
rolling meadows & trees. Class Training
Program.
A
Abuts national forest on Call Toll Free
877-27835,000 .acre recreational 7770.
lake in TN. Paved roads,
TRANSPORT
water,
sewer,
more. *SERRA
Excellent financing. Call Seeking Non-Experienced
now 1-800-704-3154, ext Drivers. 15 Day Class A
CDL Training. 1st Year
348.
Earnings up to $40,000.
'LAKEFRONT LOG HOME Call
1-866-355-8785.
S89.900. Beautiful new
1800 sq. ft. log home. 'UP TO 42K YOUR FIRST
Enjoy fishing from your YEAR! C D.L. Training.
dock and boating and ski- Tuition Reimbursement,
ing on this pristine recre- Job Placement Assistance,
ational lake in KY. Paved 1000.financing if qualified.
Rooms,
roads & u/g utilities. Meals.
Patriot
Financing avail. Call now' Transportation.
Truck Driving Academy. 1(866) 770-9311 ext 814
866-867-7400.
RESORTS RENTALS
•1 YEAR EXPERIENCE
"MYRTLE
BEACH, PAYS $.37/mile for compaSOUTH CAROLINA 1-800- ny drivers
and more expe331-7300 BEACH SANDS
rience
pays
more.
INN. Five night Family OWNER/OPERATO
RS
Special. $199.00 (Sunday- .84/mile,
Make
morel
Thursday only) 200 yards Heartland
Express 1-800to beach and pavilion. Two 441-4953
www heartlanddouble beds: two adults, express corn
twa children.
'
AAA CDL TRAINING Top
*PANAMA CITY BEACH. Carriers
Need Qualified
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Applicants Paid
15 Day
Resort From $39(1-2 p
CDL Training. Excellent
Arrive Sun /Mon.-FREE Benefits
to
Up
night starting 8/18/02 $900
00'Weekly
Restrictions) Pools. river Inexperienced
only. Great
ride. suites. bar. 800-488- Career
Opportunity. 4-8008828. www.sandpiperbea- 253-4766
con corn
'AVERAGE
$900/week
TRAVEL
PLUS bonuses with 1 year
'FREE LUXURY VACA- OTR experience, More
TION
IN
ORLANDO experience pay more!
FLORIDA with the pur- MILES and HOME MOST
chase of a telecombo WEEKENDS!
Great
phone card Call 1-800- Coastal Express 1-800804-6801
444-4929 ext 6604
TRUCK DRIVERS
'DRIVER -Company
HELP WANTED
Drivers and 0/0's earn
'DRIVER-Flatbed experi- great pay per mile plus
Bros.
ence a plus Start up to bonuses' Boyd
35c/mile-loaded/empty offers the mAs, hometime,
Plus Safety Pay & Tarp and benefits you've been
Pay Great Home Time. searching for. 800-543Assigned Trucks Call 800- 8923
441 4271 pyt .FT1'

Statewide
Classifieds

Li 1

C
(
I )

Kirkwood)

Friday Only
7 a.m.-12 Noon
Namebrand clothing
(children & adult),
baby items (crib,
stroller, etc.),
household items &
much,much more

YARD
SALE
316 S. 13th St.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Furniture, toys.
Clothes, etc.

Statewide
Classifieds

'DRIVER -COVENANT 'DRIVERS:
Owner
TRANSPORT Now offering Operators;, OTR & Drivers
Per
Pay
Diem
for for 0/0, Class A CDL with
Experienced Teams, Solos Hazmat, Small Fleets
Trainers.
and
0/0- Welcomed, 53' Vans & 48'
Solos/Teams 83c. Call 1- Flatbeds, Mileage Pay888-MORE-PAY (1-888- Loaded and Empty, L&N
667-3729)
Transportation,
Inc..
•DRIVER-Up to $2,000 Louisville, KY 1-800-632Signing Bonus and .41 4332.
cprn for OTR company 'DRIVERS-Join one of the
drivers. Great Benefits! best trucking companies in
CDL-A and One Year OTR the country. Home weekrequired. 800-473-5581.
ends, No NYC, 97% No
*DRIVERS:
16
Day Touch! Company Drivers,
Training NO UP FRONT Owner Operators 2 years
FEES
w/Lodging
& OTR required 1-800-948www.epestransTransportation If Qualified. 6766.
Earn
Benefits/ port.com
$$S/
Placement Available/Truck 'GO WITH A WINNER-CFI
America Training. LLC is now Hiring Company
Free call 1-866-244-3644 'Owner Operators' Single
Louisville, KY
and Teams. Loads with
*DRIVERS: CDL TRAIN- miles available immediateFinancing
ING!!
If ly! Ask about our spouseQualified/Lifetime
Job training program. Call 1Placement
Available 800 -CFI -DRIVE
$36K-S45K
Year www.ch.drive.com
1st
Potential! Call 888-645- •OWNER OPERATORS IN
8505 Forklift Training Also KENTUCKY! Opportunity/
Available Now!! 1-800-966- Flatbed. $1.05 p/mtle To
4610 (Both Classes Start The Truck! Paid Twice A
Weekly!!)
Week'
Forced
No
CRST
*DRIVERS, Frankfort Area Dispatch!
No Touch Freight Year FLATBED-MALONE Call
OTR exp., Class A COL, George 800-366-6361
Clean Driving Record, •T & T DEDICATED CARHome Most Weekends, RIERS OWNER OPERAPaid
Vacation
and TORS NEEDED 'Home
Insurance, (800-886-7633) weekends 'No forced dis8-4, Applications online. patch 'No escrow •Paid
www bestwayexpress.corn weekly 'Older trucks wel. Bestway apress, Inc. come 800-511-0082
EOE.
DRIVING
*TRUCK
*DRIVERS!
NORTH SCHOOL 'No
Money
AMERICAN Van Lines has Down •Earn up to $35,000
a limited number of tempo- your first year •1000.o Job
rary company driver posi- Placement
Assistance
tions driving tractor trailer 'Company
Tuition
48 states_ Minimum of 3 Reimbursement. Call Toll
months o/t/r experience Free 1-877-270-2902.
required. Call 800-2343112.
*DRIVERS.
NORTH
American Van Lines has
opening in Household
Goods,
Specialized
Truckload and Flatbed
Fleets Minimum of 6
months 0/hr experience.
lease/purchase
Tractor
available. 800-348-2147,
Dept. KYS.
'DRIVERS. over the road,
35 States Flat with sides,
late model conventionals. 3
years experience $2,000
Sign On Bonus Start 34c.
.38c mile+ benefits Call
(800) 444-6648.
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YARD SALE
1000 S. 16th

918 N. 18th St.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?

*WHAT'S
DIFFERENT
ABOUT Happy Jack's
Novationt R
Flea-Tick
Collar? It works when spotons and systemic poisons
fail. Patented release gentle to pet. At Southern
States(R).

CLASSIFIEICPS-

GARAGE
SALE

1401 Henry St.
7 a.m.-?

YARD SALE

Statewide
Classifieds
*ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVE needed in your area to sell
growing statewide golf,
travel, and woman's publications.
Commission.
Growth potential within
national newspaper organization Send resume to
aclaurence@cnhi.corn or
mail to, A Laurence, 115
Braemar Dr., Richmond,
KY 40475.

GOODIES

YARD SALE
315 N. 5th
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?

CARPORT
SALE

Statewide
Classifieds

*CHECK
KENOUT
TUCKY'S NEW ALL-FISHING
MAGAZINE, The
Kentucky Fishing Journal
Lake. Stream profiles
Fishing Reports. Tips much
more www.kfjournal.corn.
800-KYFISH2.

SALE

'Ma▪ r

A NI 11.1N11

I

GET YOUR
GARAGE SALE GOING!
'Ore)

I
eg_
Call now to place your ad'

753-1916
Garage Sate
Ad
s9,00
w ore,0, less
The Murra
Ledger &Times
Classifieds

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a 17-yearold grandson who is hunch-backed
and stooped, photograph enclosed.
His pediatrician politely ignores his
condition, but I believe that it is unattractive and may indicate cancer.
Thanks for helping.
DEAR READER: The photograph
that you sent me shows an adolescent
boy, cooking at the stove. He appears
sullen, slim and stoop-shouldered. His
shirt and pants are too big for him. He
seems to wish that he hadn't been
photographed at all. In summary, he
appears to be a normal male teenager.
What you and I, as grandparents,
have to come to accept is that this
adolescent generation resembles ours
- but more so. Kids want to shock and
amaze; they want to be different (to
adults) but conform (to their associates). Your grandson has the typical
teen slouch, stooped shoulders, poor
chest-muscle development; I am sure
that he drives his parents nuts
because of oppositional behavior.
If you are truly concerned about
your grandson's posture, check with
his pediatrician. But, I doubt that cancer is the problem. Growing up is.
Love him and look the other way. It's
not you (or him) that I worry about. I
hope his parents can get through this
phase. I'm just glad that I made it 10
years ago, but, then, my youngest son
disclaimed provocative behavior, for
which I will be eternally grateful to
him.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband
never takes antibiotics that are prescribed for him. My son is a physician,
examines him and prescribes antibiotics, which my husband fills but
refuses to take. While I have arthritis,

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

my two sisters and one brother have
no health problems, but they don't live
with someone who is chronically ill.
So, it is people like you who are cheating me out of a life.
DEAR READER: You're going to
have to help me with this line of reasoning, because it baffles me. Your
husband won't take antibiotics, you
have arthritis and I - a doctor you
don't even know - am somehow to
blame. I think this is stretching a
point, to say the least.
I don't know what diseases your
husband has, so I can't explain what
effect his ill-health has on you.
Everybody gets arthritis sooner or
later In any case, your spouse is, presumably, old enough to make his own
decisions about therapy. That's his
right.
Why not run this by your family
physician? Rather than blaming
someone for your arthritis, you would
be better off taking treatment for this
painful disorder.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
"Understanding
Report
Osteoarthritis." Other readers who
would like a copy should send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to
Newsletter at P.O. Box 267, Wickliffe,
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the
title.
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
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DEAR ABBY: "Frustrated Son in
Nashville" wrote about his complaining mother making unreasonable
demands of him and the family.
"Frustrated Son" and his family
have made an honest effort to make
his mother feel loved and cared for.
However, he may not realize that
she could still be depressed and
grieving for her husband.
Depression in the elderly can
exhibit itself in many ways. As an
R.N., I have seen similar behavior in
seniors who were experiencing
depression, grief and other emotional/mental health problems. The
mother in that letter may need an
assessment by a physician or behavioral health clinic that specializes in
geriatric psychiatry.
Treatment should include a general physical and diagnostic evaluation to determine any physical or
mental cause for her behavior and
emotions, in addition to medication
and/or psychotherapy (counseling A
good program should have all three
components available if negs.saary.
A FRIEND IN TEXAS
DEAR FRIEND: You're right.
Those are the correct steps to
follow when someone exhibits a
sudden change in personality
or unusual behavior. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: My heart goes out
to "Frustrated Son in Nashville," as
he travels the journey of caregivei
to his aging mother. It is a journey
shared by more and more of us as
older family members live longer.
Having been a caregiver for three
aging family members, I have not
forgotten the demands — or the
frustration 7 those years presented.
"Frustrated's" mother may be
growing too dependent on him and
other family members. He must try
to take time for himself and his own
family. Reducing his mother's
dependence will not be easy, as it
appears to be an established pattern. However,-if her son does not
change this pattern now,it will only
get worse.
Instead of the family calling her
twice a day, perhaps she should
make the call to them at a specific
time each day — to let them know
she's all right, or any other message. This seems minor, but it represents giving her back responsibility for her own affairs to the degree
that she can manage them. She also
has to learn that demanding, "Call
me right back!" should be reserved
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LOOKING BACK

for true emergencies.
If there is a caregiver support
group in her son's city, he should
consider attending it. Caregivers
share common concerns and can
gain insight from one another.
ARIZONA CAREGIVER

10 years ago
Published is a picture ol Ken
Darnell spraying weed killer on
wild grass and weeds to prepare a
yard on the corner of Sandy Pine
Drive and Chaucer for new grass.
The photo was by Staff PhotograDEAR CAREGIVER: Accordpher Candy Mathers.
ing to the National Family
Births reported include a boy to
Caregivers Association, more
than 60 percent of family care- Susannah and Keith Boyle, July 18;
a girl to Tamara and Joseph Mark
givers say they have suffered
depression. To paraphrase the
Winchester, July 20; a boy to
Caregiver's Bill of Rights:
Teresa and William Henson and a
Caregivers have the right to
girl to Maria and Keith Nance, July
take care of themselves and
21.
know it's not selfish to do so; to
"Pilgrimage of Visions," an exenlist the care of others in the
caregiving, even over the objec- hibit of watercolors, ink wash painttion of the sick family member; ings and drawings by Mickey Garrito maintain facets of their own, son, are on display at MSU Currislives that do not include the
Center Gallery.
person being cared for; to have
20 years ago
feelings of anger or sadness and
Kenneth C. Imes of Murray has
express them occasionally; to
refuse to be manipulated con- been appointed to the position of
sciously or unconsciously; to be deputy secretary of Kentucky Natutreated with consideration, ral Resources and Environmental
affection, acceptance and be Cabinet by Gov. John Y. Brown.
forgiven for shortcomings; to
Published on July 23 was a pictake pride in their own individ- ture of Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Dunn
uality and what they are accom- of Murray Civitan
Club with Interplishing; and to be applauded
for the courage it takes to meet national President Dick Long of
the needs of the person being East Point, Ga., at the 62nd annual
Civitan International Convention
cared for.
The National Family Care- held July 11-14 at Montreal, Quegivers Association can be con- bec, Canada.
tacted by calling toll-free 1-800Births reported include a girl to
896-3650 or on the Internet at David R. and Debra Webb,July 4.
www.nfcacaresorg.
30 years ago
Three teachers are now included
Dear Abby is written by Abigail in the Speech and Hearing Program
Van Buren. also known as Jeanne
at the six elementary centers in CalPhillips, and was founded by her mother, loway County, according
to WilPauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, liam B. Miller, superintendent of
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
Calloway County Schools. They are
Wanda Roberts, Kirksey and Lynn

7111

Grove, Dixie Hopkins, Almo and
New Concord, and Nancy
Schempp, Hazel and Faxon.
Jim King, Hugh Massey and
A.B. Crass were pictured as winners
of the Murray Bass Club Fishing
Tournament held at Kentucky Lake.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Van Futrell, July 17.
40 years ago
The new and modern A & P
Store opened today at the corner of
South 12th Street and Johnson
Boulevard with Windsor Tripp as
store manager. The store was located originally in the Overbey
building at Third and Main Streets
before it was destroyed by fire and
then in the Holcomb building on
Maple Street before movini to its
new budding,
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Willard Jones, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Elvis Inman, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Camp, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Rudy Lovett and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Audrey Eldridge.
50 years ago
The strike at the Murray Manufacturing Company has been settled,
according to Howard McNeely,
president of Local 1068 of UAWCIO which represents the employees of the plant.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
of Murray State College, will be the
speaker at the MSC informal commencement on July 26 in the airconditioned recital hall of fine arts
building.
Paul Darnall is minister of Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ,
Murray.

Horoscopes
meeting might lead you in a new direc"acting up... Know that no matter what
tion. Schedule some time with your
you do, you might not be able to settle
friends. Tonight: Where the gang is. Let
this person down. Focus on where you
the fun begin.
can be successful with your work.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Concentrate on one item at a time, and
*** Detach this morning and realize
you'll relax.
where a misunderstanding could set in. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Your perception could carry the office, as *** Domestic matters
conflict with
well as yourself, through a problem. what you would like to accomplish.
Unexpected developments surround trav- Pressure builds, causing abnormal tenel and news. Flex. Work with others. sion. Tap into your unusual resources and
Tonight: Take charge. Be ready to work a ingenuity for answers. Gain a perspective.
little late.
so present happenings don't trigger you.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Tonight: Fun and games
***** Work with others directly.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You might experience a jolt through a
*** Discussions prove to be animated
close associate or -financial partner. You
at best. Others cannot seem to get the gist
might feel as if you cannot gain control
of what is going on. You could also be
of a key matter. If you study your options
stunned by present happenings. Loosen
and seek out expert advice, you'll gain.
up when dealing with a family member.
Tonight: Take off ASAP. Opt for someThis person could be having a hard day
thing new.
as well. Tonight: Vanish home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others are unpredictable: You
**** Finances prove to be difficult,
might end up confused. Your best bet is
if
not unpredictable. You might want to
to talk through a problem, asking key
take a careful look at your bank statequestions that can make a difference. Be
'
ments and similar documents. Speak more sunny and upbeat when dealing
your mind and deal with the facts. Seek
with an important associate. You'll clear
out expert information before making
out a problem. Tonight: Togetherness
any decisions. Tonight: Join friends.
counts. Add that special touch.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You surprise some and confuse
*** Plunge into work. Be determined
others. You feel fine, but realize that
to clear off your desk ,and reduce any
there could be ramifications for what you
remaining work. You might discover a
think is no big deal. Develop your sensinew, unexpected problem out of the blue.
tivities, and your relationships will
Use your extraordinary people skills to
improve. Stop and buy a card or two on
make peace within the office. Let your
your lunch break.
mind relax, knowing that the weekend is
PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
near. Tonight: Dinner out.
**** Review a personal matter in the
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
morning. You could be confused by how
*** A child or nevi friend might he
another might be handling it. Loosen up.
Remain positive. By afternoon, your
1 energy mounts, and what might have
bothered you before, becomes less cliff'Tonight: What you want.
cult.
r
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BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, July 26,
2002:
Others often seem like a handful to deal
with. As a result, you might try to deal
with each person individually. You'll
find one-on-one relating far more successful. Next month you will begin a new
11-year luck cycle. This year will present
many opportunities. Have all details in
writing, as confusion might punctuate
communication. You will tend to go
overboard in everything you do. be it in
love or money. You gain financially
through partnerships this year. If single,
you easily could opt to play the field, but
be aware, you could be bypassing someone who might be right for you. If
attached, a partner will contribute a lot to
your life, though often you don't agree.
PISCES helps you understand the basics.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Use the morning for anything that
remains significant to you. In the afternoon, you'll want to pull back into your
mind and thoughts. Be clear when dealing with a child or loved one. You could
discover that others are extremely
volatile. Tonight: Maintain a low profile.
Get a good night's sleep.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Deal with bosses, though you
could find someone to be more than difficult to please. Put your energy where it
counts: where you can be successful. A
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Homegrown CD a labor of love
By DONNA B. STINNETT
The Gleaner
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) — The
sound engineer had a little smile on
his face'as he listened to the music
tracks represented by squiggly lines
on his computer screen.
Occasionally, he'd make a slight
adjustment on the sound board to
increase the volume on a guitar, or
squelch the back-up vocal just a little. But by the time the piece ot
music came to an end, he was satisfied.
"Sounds really good," he said.
That's the only goal of Jerry
Vincent at KMG, The Kentucky
Music Group, as the small
Henderson County-based recording
studio and music publishing house
tackles the project of recording and
mixing "Kentucky Strings: A
Bluegrass Legacy."
The project is a 22-song CD featuring local talent that is being produced and will be sold at a live concert by the same name during the
17th annual• Bluegrass in the Park
Festival. The CD is a fund-raiser for
the festival, which is without a
major corporate sponsor this year.
Vincent's main challenge has
been to work in a very tight time
schedule to gather the numerous
musicians featured on the project
and get the recordings made so they
can be mixed, mastered and produced in time for the Aug.8 concert.
But the older brother of local
musicians Keith and Gary Vincent,
said the project is perfect for him
and for KMG, a studio that he and
partner Lindsey Embry opened just a
few months ago.
"It was a slam dunk," said
Vincent, who worked in the music
business in California before returning to Henderson County about five
years ago. "It's something that was
right down my alley with my interest
in the music and my professional

FREE!

Photo provided

CALLOWAY STARS ... Pictured are, front from left, Heather
Waters, Abigail Kimmel, Nathan McCoy, Brett Brown, Elizabeth
Leggett, back, James Williams IV, Daniel Runnels, Elizabeth
Johnson, Chris Owen.

Students become stars
at School for the Arts
AP Photo

MAKIN' MUSIC ... Musicians around the Henderson area pick, pluck and play their bluegrass
instruments for a track on 'Kentucky Strings: A Bluegrass Legacy,' which was recorded at a
Henderson County-based recording studio.
mountain song made familiar by
background."
The musicians have been great to Ralph Stanley and featured on the
We sound pretty
work with, he said, especially since "0 Brother, Where Art Thou?"
darn good together.
many of them have performed in soundtrack.
just
The group sang it through
quartets and ensembles on the CD
and recording sessions had to be twice before recording it.
"We sound pretty darn good
scheduled around job responsibili— Yvette Eastham
together," said Eastham, who joked
ties.
"I'm kind of obsessed with it," he
"Everybody has been spectacular that she'd worked for years to get
said."It sounds so great, but the only
in terms of cooperation," Vincent the eastern Kentucky out of her
thing I hear is probably what I want
said, "and so far nobody's thrown singing voice only to be called on to
to hear."
put it back in.
any bottles at me."
Vincent, though, said perfection
"But I just got in that mindset,
Yvette Eastham,one of the vocalis not the goal. It's the tiny imperists on the project who also will per- flat-lining the vowels, and we had
fections that sometimes give a
form in the live concert. said the the best time," she said."It's not perrecording project its character, he
fect, but the harmony is tight."
recording project was great fun.
said.
Bob Park, the organizer of the
She and husband Wayne didn't
even know local musicians Bob and project for the Bluegrass in the Park
Rhonda Legate before they were Festival, agreed that the recording
scheduled to record "Angel Band," a has come together extremely well.
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LEXINGTON, Ky. — Some of Kentucky's most talented high school
students turned Lexington into a thriving artists' community recently, as the
Governor's School for the Arts was held at the Transylvania University
campus, June 23- July 13. Finalists were selected from about 1,000 applicants through a rigorous audition process.
The GSA summer residential program is Kentucky's premier all-expenses-paid honors program that offers top instruction in seven artistic disciplines: Creative Writing, Dance, Drama, Instrumental Music, Musical
Theater, Vocal Music and Visual Art. Reaching youth all across the
Commonwealth, this year's participants represent 48 Kentucky counties.
The benefits of attending GSA extend beyond the three-week program,
with opportunities to interview and audition for college scholarships at the
annual Fall College and Career Day to be held later this year.
For information regarding the Governor's School for the Arts and its
presence throughout the Commonwealth, contact Carmen Rautenberg,
Program Coordinator, at(502)562-0148.
GSA is a program of the Kentucky Center for the Arts and the office of
the Governor through the Kentucky Cabinet for Education, Arts and
Humanities.

Deadline for items to appear on
the Arts page is noon on
Wednesday.
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Parker Ford's
Service Department
would like to say

THANK YOU
to all our regular and new customers by offering a

FREE MAINTENANCE
SAFETY INSPECTION!

4.0E9111234 SOF

WE WILL CHECK:
1 Belts & Hoses
4All fluid levels and

All front end suspension
components

4Battery &
clean cables

top off

4Rotate Tires
4Tread depth on

4Air filter
4Exhaust system
4A11 Brakes

tires

4 All shocks

4Tires for wear

To Ford Motor Co. Specifications.

Should wefind any concerns that need to be addressed,
we will notify you.

Call Today For Your
FREE INSPECTION appointment

753-5273
1-800-453-0273
Offer good thru August 31, 2002

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

For years, we've revolutionized banking with unique products
and our one-of-a-kind Five Star Service Guarantee. And soon,
we'll change the face of checking as you know it, by giving
you the opportunity to do something unheard of with your
check card — earn cash.
For more information about our wide array of personal and
business checking accounts, stop by any U.S. Bank branch,
call 1-800-720-BANK or visit us at usbank.com.

